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.Se c o11cl .Semester
February 13-Wednesday .... Second Semester opens.
March 27-Wednesday .... College closes for Easter recess.
.
April 4-Thursday ... . College opens with Mornmg
Prayer a t '7.• 45 ·

May ll- Thursday .. .. Ascension Day.
June 23-Sunday .... Baccalaureate Sunday.
June 24-Monday .... Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees 2:
p. m.
June 26-Wednesday . . .. Seventy-ninth Annual Commencement.

1907- 1908
Plrst. SetT)est.er
September 18-Wednesday . . .. College opens with Evening Prayer at
October ! - Tuesday .... Bexley Hall opens with Evening Prayer.
November 1-Friday ... . All Saints' Day, Founders' Day.
November 28-Thursday . . .. Thanksgiving Day.
December 18-Wednesday .... College closes for Christmas recess.
January 6-Monday ... . College opens with Morning Prayer at 7 : 45.
February 7-Friday .... First Semester ends.
February 12-Wednesday .... Second Semester begins with Mornin
Prayer at 7 : 45.
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:Soarcl of Trustees of l(enyon C o 11ege.

Ex Offici o .
THE RT. REV. WILLIAM A. LEONARD, D. D ,
Bishop of Ohio.
President for the year.

THE RT. REV. BOYD VINCENT, D. D .,
Bishop of Southern Ohio.

THE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE, M. A., L . H. D. ,
President of Ken yon College.

E1ectecl for- Li f e U11cler Co11stitu tio11 . flrt.ic1 e I
THE RT. REV. CORTLANDT WHITEHEAD, D . D. ,
Bishop of Pittsburg.

THE RT. REV . JOHN HAZEN WHITE , D. D .,
Bishop of Michigan City.

THE RT. REV. LEWIS W. BURTON, D. D. ,
Bishop of Lexington .

THE RT . REV. GEORGE W. PETERKIN, D. D. ,
Bishop of West Virginia.
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HOARD OF TRUSTEES

THE RT. REV. THEODORE N. MORRISON, D. D.,
Bishop of Iowa.

THE RT. REV. JOSEPH M'. FRANCIS, D. D.,
Bishop of Indianapolis.

THE RT. REV. CHARLES P. ANDERSON, D. D.,
Bishop of Chicago.

THE RT. REV. WILLIAM L. GRAVATT, D. D.,
Bishop-Coadjutor of West Virginia.

THE RT. REV. CHARLES D. WILLIAMS, D. D.,
Bishop of Michigan.

Electeol 1oy tl')e Soarol of Trustees, Ut')olei"
flrticle IV.
Term Expires.
The Hon. Albert Douglas, Chillicothe

1907

*The Rev. John H. Ely, College Hill

1909

Mr. Samuel Mather, Cleveland

1909

The Rev. Cleveland K. Benedict, Glendale

1911

Mr. D. B. Kirk, Mt. Vernon

1911

The Rev. W. R. Stearly, Cleveland

1915

*The Hon. Harlan Cleveland, Glendale

ll)Ji)

"*Deceased.
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E; l ect.eal 1oy t.t)e 1!>loceses o f O t)iO a1')ol sout.t)ei'f')
01) i o , U1')Cller flrt.icle V.
Term Expires.

1007
The Rev . A. L. Frazer, Youngstown

1007
D r . N . P. Dandridge, Cincinnati .

1oos.
mos.

The Rev. John Hewitt , Columbus
The Hon . U . L. Marvin, Akron

1\)0~

The Rev. R . L . Harris, Cincinn ati

1001>

Mr. David Z. Norton, C l eveland

E;lect.eal loy t.l)e Soaral of T r u.at.ees, Ut')ol.er
fhtlcle VII.
T erm E xpi r es
Col. John} . McCook , New York

unr

William G. Mather , Cleveland

1911

E;le c t.eal loy t. l)e fl l uni1')l, U11Cller flrt.lc l e VIII.
Term Expires.
The Rev. Willi a m T h ompson , P ittsburg, Pa.

1907

Mr . James H. Dem psey, C leveland

1907

The Hon . T . P . L i nn, Colu m b us

190

Dr. F r ancis W. Blake, Columbus

mos

The Rt. Rev . David H . Greer , D . D., • ew York

l!l09'

Charles R. Ganter , New York

rnon.
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JUeczteol toy Co11Ye11tions of Oti)e:r :1!>1oceses,
U11ole:r flHlcle IX.
Diocese of Lexington.
J UDGE A. D. COLE, Maysville, Ky.
Diocese of West Virginia.
MR. JOSEPH D. DUBOIS, Wheeling, West Va.
Diocese of Pittsburg.
THE REV. WILLIAM E . RAMBO, Brownsville, Pa.
Diocese of Indianapolis.
MR. H. W. BUTTOLPH, Indianapolis, Ind.
Diocese of Chicago.
THE REV. GEORGE B. PRATT,[Chicago.:
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Stancli:qg Committees.

011 tne Scbools.
The Bishop of West Virginia,
President Peirce,

Dr. Dandridge,

The Rev. Mr. Hewitt,

The Rev. Mr. Benedict.

Mr. Linn,
Mr. Kirk,

Mr. Dempsey,

Mr. Samuel Mather,

Mr. Norton,
Judge Marvin.

011 Investme11ts.
Mr. Samuel Mather,
Mr. Linn .

Mr. Dempsey,

Mr. Kirk,

Mr. Norton,
Mr. William G. Mather.

On Lilo:ra:ties .
President Peirce,
The Bishop of Michigan City.

Colonel McCook.

On Suilcl.iogs ancl. Grou11cl.s.
President Peirce,
Mr. Kirk ,
~1r.

Douglas.

Mr. Demp Sey,
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:Execut.ive Committee.
(Elected)
Mr. Linn,
Mr. Kirk,

The Rev. Mr. Hewitt,

President Peirce,

Mr. Cleveland.

:Soanil. of Mono:ts.
The E xecutive Committee and Dr. Dandridge.

Secretary.
The Rev. A. L. Frazer, Youngstown, Ohio.

T:t'easu:t'e:r.
Professor R. S. Devpl, Gambier .

Co11sutting fl:t'chltect.
Charles F. Schweinfurth, Cleveland.

Wing Puncl Commission.
Term E>.pires,
President Peirce, Chairman

1907

Mi ss Helen A. Buttles

1908

Mr. Alvin G. Scott

1909

Professor Streibert

1910

Mrs. Grace Wing Baker

1911
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PRESIDENT
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THEODORE STERLING, M. A., M. D., LL. D. ( Hobart)
DEAN OF THE FACULTY

Professor Emeritus of Mathematics and Engineering

LESLIE HOWARD INGHAM, M. A. (Dartmouth),
Pb. D. (Pennsylvania)
Bowler Prefessor of Physics and Chemistry

HENRY TITUS WEST, M. A. (Oberlin J
Professor of German

BARKER NEWHALL, B. A. (Haverford), Ph. D. (Johns Bopki
REGISTRAR

Professor of Greek

THE REV. GEORGE FRANKLIN SMYTHE, M. A. ( W
este
Reserve), D. D. ( Kenyon )
CHAPLAIN

Professor of the Bible
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WILLIAM PETERS REEVES, B. A., Ph. D. (Johns Hopkins)
SECRETARY
Mcllvaine Professor of English

LEE BARKER WALTON, M. A. (Brown), Ph.D. (Cornell}
Professor of Biology

RUSSELL SEDWICK DEVOL, M. A. (Ohio)
Professor of History

EDWIN BRYANT NICHOLS, B. A. (Wesleyan) M. A. (Harvard)
Samuel Mather Professor of Romance Languages
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Benson Memorial Professor of Latin
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Edwin M. Stanton Professor of Economics aud Sociology
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Librarian
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The institution now known as Kenyon College was.
incorporated December 29, 1824, under the title of ''The
Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the Diocese of Ohio." By a supplementary act of the
Legislature. the president and professors of the seminary
were empowered to act as the faculty of a college and
confer degrees in the arts and science's.
. The original funds for the institution were secured in
England in 1823-24 by the Right Rev. Philander Chase,
first Bishop of the Episcopal Church in the Northwest
territory, two of the principal donors being Lord Kenyon
and Lord Gambier. The first students were received at
the Bishop's house in Worthington, Ohio, in 1824, and
the first constitution was approved by the Convention of
the Diocese of Ohio on November 27 gf the same year.
In 1825 two quarter sections of the United States military lands were secured in Knox County. Building was
begun in the following year. The first degrees were conferred under date of September 9, 1829.

In 1891 the corporate title was changed to Kenyon
College, the name by which the institution had always
been known. The Bishops of Ohio and Southern Ohio
act as president of the Board of Trustees in alternate ·
years.

"
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Site.

Gambier, the seat of Kenyon College~ is a village of
.about five hundred inhabitants, on the Cleveland, Akron
.and Columbus Railroad, a little east of the center of the
.State of Ohio, fifty miles from Columbus, five miles from
Mount Vernon: and one hundred and twenty miles from
Cleveland. The altitude of the College above sea level
is more than a thousand feet. The site was chosen by
Bishop Chase, after careful investigation, for natural
-beauty of surroundings and healthfulness of climate
The plateau on which the College and village are situated, rises about two hundred feet above the valley of the
.Kokosing River, which flows around it on three sides.
G~out)cls

at)cl :Suiici.it)gs.

The natural situation of the college is favorable
.commanding a view of the fertile, smiling valley of th
Kokosing, with a gentle, undulating background of culti
vated hills. As Gambier Hill projects into the vallev
the College park commands a wide prospect on thr;
sides. The natural charm of the situation has been en
·h anced by good taste in laying out the ll:rounds. In th
park, which comprises seventy-five acres, as many a
possible of the old forest trees have been retained a
' n
pains have been taken to combine the effects of lawi
and woodland. The extensive lands of the college hav
permitted wide choice in the selection of sites for tl
1
various buildings, and the broad straight path which

con-
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nects Old Kenyon with Bexley Hall is two-thirds of a
imile long.
The college buildings comprise the dormitories, Old
Kenyon and Hanna Hall; Ascension Hall, the recitation
and laboratory building; Rosse Hall, the gymnasium and
assembly room; Hubbard Hall, the college library, with
which is connected the new Stephens Stack Room; the
-Ohurch of the Holy Spirit, the chapel; Bexley Hall, the
theological seminary; Colburn Hall 1 the new theological
library; "Kokosing," the beautiful stone mansion of
Bishop Bedell, standing in its own extensive park; and
various other buildings.
O fol I(,e11y o n.
Old Kenyon, the corner stone of which was laid in
1827 is a massive Gothic structure of local sandstone. It
is one hundred and sixty feet long, three stories high,
with solid stone walls four and one-half feet thick at the
basement story. The roof carries battlements and pinna.des and is surmounted by a spire one hundred and ten
feet high containing the old College bell. By an Alumni
subscription the bell was recently recast at the Meneely
Foundry.
In 1906 Old Kenyon was entirely rebuilt on the interior at an expense of over $60,000, the external appearance remaining entirely unchanged. The walls and roofs
·were thoroughly repaired and in part rebuilt, the best and
·m ost permanent materials were used and the building is
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now unexcelled among college dormitories for strength.
comfort and ·beauty.
Old Kenyon contains rooms for between eighty and
ninety students. The interior woodwork is all of Flem·
ish oak of handsome grain with wainscotin g in t he halls.
' The staircases have Gothic newel posts a nd birch hand
rails. At all the windows are placed broad window seats of
solid oak which cover the st.earn radiators. R ather more
t.han one half of the rooms are arranged in suites. The
plµ.mbing and heating systems are ot the best aml most
modern type.
Manna Mall.

This new dormitory was opened to students fo r the
first time in December, HJ03. The buildini; is of gray
Cleveland sandstone, in Collegiate Gothic style. It is
two stories high, with gables, one hundred and thirty
feet long by 50 feet deep, and contains quarters for about
forty-five students. The building is constructed through
out in the best and most substantial way.
The door and window casings and wainscot are of
Flemish oak, and the floors of polished hard wood. IIeat
is furnished by steam boilers. Running water is snpplied
in every bed-room. In comfort and in elegance of appointment the building will rank with the best college
dormitories in the country.
Hanna Hall was built in honor of his wife by the
late Hon. M. A. Hanna, Urlited States Senato1· from Ohio,

GROUNDS AND BFILDINGS
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at a cost of about $65,000. Charles F. Schweinfurth, of
Cleveland, is the architect.
flscensio11 J>Ia11.

Ascension Hall is a stately and spacious building:of
reddish-gray freestone, in Collegiate Tudor architecture.
It is one hundred and thirty feet long, fifty feet broad,
and three stories high. It was e1:ected by the liberality
of the Church of the Ascension, New York, through the
influence of Bishop Bedell. It contains the lecture and
recitation rooms, the physical, chemical and biological
laboratories and workshops, the halls for literary societies, and the offices of the President and Treasurer. The
battlemented tower of the building serves as the astronomical observatory. During the summer of 1899, by the
generosity of Samuel Mather, Esq., of Cleveland, boilers
were placed in the basement to supply both Ascension
and Rosse Halls with steam heat.
Co11ege Cl')apel.

'l'he Church of the Holy Spirit, the College chapel,
was built in 1869, by the Church of the Ascension, New
York, as a tribute to their former rector, Bishop Bedell.
It is ·a cruciform edifice of early English architecture.
It is built of freestone laid in courses, with dressed quoins
an~l facings. The nave and chancel are ninety feet, the
transepts eighty feet in length. Ivy, transplanted from
Melrose Abbey, covers the walls.

18
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The interior of the church is finished in oak, the wal
are tastefully illuminated, and all the windows are
stained glass. The organ is a memorial to Bishop Mell
vaine, an'l a mural tablet, erected by the Diocese of Ohio
commemorate::i the founder of Kenyon College, the R
Rev. Philander Chase.

In the Church tower is the College clock and a set
bells, which ring the Canterbury chimes.
By the will of the late Mrs. Bedell a fund of $5,
has been established for keeping the church and Kokos
ing in repair.
L.ib:ra:ry.
The library of Kenyon College occupies
Hall and the Stephens Stack Room, both handsome ston
buildings connected by a stone co.rridor. Hubbard Hal
is the gift of the late Mrs. Ezra Bliss, of Columbus, an
was named in honor of her brother. The first floor is use
as a reading and consulting room, and the second as
museum.
The stack room is the gift of the late James P. Stephens, '59, of Trenton, New Jersey. 1t is a fireproo
building, stone, brick, iron and glass being the only :materials used in its construction, and it is separated f
rom
Hubbard Hall by a double set of fireproof doors.
l'he
cases and shelves are of handsome steel construction and
were built by the Jamestown Art Metal Company. 1'he
capacity is about 50,000 volumes.

LIBRARY

The stack room now contains about ~6,000 volumes,
the theological library of 12,000 volumes being housed in
Colburn Hall.
The library is catalogued according to the decimal
\
classification system of Mr. Melville Dewey, and the librarian is in attendance nine hours a day. For a small
<iollege the library is remarkably full, and fulfills admirably its function as a working library for under-graduate
<iourses. The collections in biography, English history
and philosophy are particularly goo<l, and the mathematical department contains the library of the late John N.
Lewis, of Mt. Vernon, which consists of some 1,200 vol umes. Accessions are made on the recommendation of
the sev.eral professors.
The purchase of new books is provided for by several
endowments. The Hoffman fund was established by
Frank E. Richmond, Esq., of Providence, R. I., for the
purchase of new books. In 1901 the James P. Stephens
Library Fund of about $18,000 was founded by James P.
Stephens, '59, of Trenton, N. J. By the wish of the
donor a considerable part of the income will for the present be devoted to the purchase of classical works in
other languages than English. The Vaughn Fund provides for the binding of periodicals.
The library is a circulating library. All books ex<iept standard books of reference may be drawn out, and
each student is entitled to four books at one time for a
period not exceeding a fortnight.

-
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The reading room rec.e ives the leading American and
English periodicals, and two or three French and German
reviews, and is open to students during the library
hours. The same policy about circulation is pursued in
the reading room as in the Library; all periodicals except
those for the current week or month may be drawn out
for three days' time.

l!>hysical Culture.
Rosse Hall, which serves as a gymnasium and assem·
bly room, is an Ionic structure, built of sandstone, one
hundred by seventy-five feet in dimension. On May 9,
1897, it was' destroyed by fire. The reconstruction of the
building is due to the generosity of James P. Stephens 1
Mrs. Bedell, and other friends of the College, and espec
ially Mrs. Mary A. Simpson, of Sandusky, whose gift is t
be known as "The William and Mary Simpson Memorial
Fund." To the restoration was also applied a bequest 0
five thousand dollars from the late Senator Sherman.
The external appearance of the building is unchanged
but its interior arrangement is greatly improved. Th
principal hall is arranged, as before, for a gymnasium an
assembly hall, and is equipped with an ample supply 0
modern apparatus presented by a number of classes 0
the Alumni. It is provided with a large and handsom
stage well adapted for public assemblies and drarnati
presentations. Gifts from the Alumni have recent!
placed in the basement shower baths and dressing rooms
supplied with all-steel lockers.
1

LABORATORIES

.
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A resident physical director who is a Doctor of Medicine has ~e n eral charge of all gymnasium and athletic exe rcise. H e gives both Freshmen and Sophomores an anthropometric medical examination shortly after the open ing of the College year, and delivers annually a course of
general lectures on personal hygiene. Exercise at the
gy mnasium is required twice a week of the two lower
dasses, during the winter and spring months. The athletic ground s are ample and favorably situated. The
baseball and foo tball fields lie at the foot of the hill below Old Kenyon , wher e the shaded hillside affords a natural grandstand. The t ennis co urts are excellent. There
is a quarter-mil e cinder track, and the facilities for gene ral field sport are good.
A room in the basement of Old Ke nyon °is fitted up
wi th shower baths, lock ers and other ap pliances fo r t he
u se of the athletic team s.
L..al!>o:ratories.

The north end of Ascension Hall comprising eighteen rooms is given up to the physical, chemical and biological laboratories. The Bowler Fund furni shes ample
provision for acces;;ions of apparatu s and books .
The Chemical Laboratory occupies eight room s in ad dition to the lecture and preparation rooms and mu seum .
The laboratory in general chemistry has been enlarged
and now accomodates sixty students. 'l'he laboratories
for work in qualitative and quantitative analysis and or-

22
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ganic chemistry are smaller but well equipped. There
are five hoods and ten balances with ample store room
facilities and the stock of chemicals and apparatus has
been made adequate for work in general, analytical and
organic chemistry, including assaying, chemical prepara·
tions and electro-chemistry. This laboratory provides its
own library of four hundred volumes including the stan·
Jard reference works in all languages. The department
also maintains files of the leading chemical, electrical and
engineering journals, which are accessible to students in
science without cost. An excellent collection of typical
minerals is provided, and a course in mineralogy is offered.
The Physical Laboratory posesses a very complete
and adequate equipment in apparatus a~d instruments.
including most of the important measuring appliances.
and copies of the standards.

This department also owns an engine and 125 volt
generator and the equipment in electrical measuring in·
struments is excellent. A 30,000 pound Riehle te~ting
machine gives opportunity for testing of the materials of
engineering.
The Biological Laboratory occupies rooms on the third
floor of Ascension Hall. The room for histological Work
is well lighted by skylight and contains fifteen Ba
h
Use
and Lomb compound microscopes, fifteen dissecting
.
croscopes, with paraffine bath, incubator, sterilizers :rniand
Minot microtome. There are des-ks and lockers for s
.
i·
f
t .
even.
teen stu d ents ancl su ffi c1ent supp ies o ma enal for

P1·e-
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sent needs. The museum of natural history is incomplete, but a considerable beginning has been made and it
is hoped that the collection of local representative types
will soon be available fo~· study. 'fhis department has
its own working library consisting of the standard reference books in English, French and G~rman, while the
following periodicals are accessible; Biological Bulletin,
Annual Catalogue of Scientific Literature, Biology, Zoology, Botany. Journal of Comparative Neurology, N aiure.
Museums Journal, Natural Novit,ates, Science, Quarterly
] ournal of Microscopical Science, Zeitschrift fur wissenschaf'tliche Mikroskopie, Zoological Anzeiger, and
Zoological Record.

Matne111atica1 I:nstru111e11ts.
The observatory has a telescope of five and onefourth inches aperture, the object glass of which was
made by Alvan Clark and Son. It is also supplied with
a transit of two inches aperture and a sidereal clock·
'l'he Department of Astron9my owns a set of Trouvelot
astronomical drawings.
The income of the Delano Astronomical Fund is used
for the observatory.
For the use of students in surveying, the department
of Mathematics has an excellent transit, Y level and compass: with the necessary appurtenances. A series of field
exercises in the use of these instruments is given in con·
nection with text-book study.
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Tne Secle11 I.ectu1'esnip.
A fund of five thousand doll ars established by Bishop and Mrs. Bedell provides fo r bien nial lecture~ on the
E vidences of Natural and R evealed R eligion, or the Relation of Science to R eli gion. Tr,ese l ectures are given
every other year on F ounders' D ay, which is celebrated
on the F estival of All Saints. The found ation provide
also for the publication of th e lectures .
The following lectures h ave been delivered:
The Rt. R ev. John Williams, D. D., LL. D. , "The
World's Witness to Christ. " 1881.
The Rt. Rev. Henry Cotterell, D . D., "Revealed Religion in its Relation to the Moral Being of God. " 1883.
The Rt. Rev. Hugh M"iller Thompson, D. D. , " The
World and the Logos." 1885.
The Rev. JamesMcCosh, S. T. D., LL. D., "The Religious Aspect of Evolutio~." 1887.
The Rev . David H. Greer, D. D., "The Historical
Christ, the Moral Power of History." 1889.
The Rt. Rev. Arthur Cleveland Coxe, D. D., LL. D.,
"Holy Writ and Modern Thought." 1891.
The Rt. Rev. William A. Leonard, D. D., "The Witness of the American Church to Pure Christianity." 1893.
The Rt. Rev. Boyd Vincent, D. D., "God and Prayer·
'ihe Reasonableness of Prayer." 1895.
'
The Rev. William Reed Huntington, D. D.,
National Church. " 1897.

"A.

The Rev. Morgan Dix , D. D., D. C. L., "The Sup
natural Character of the Christian Religion." 1899 erThe Rt. Rev. Henry C. Potter, D. D., D. C. L. ,,..,
' ".tan
Men, and Their Master." 1901.
'
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The Rt. Rev. \Villiam Croswell Doane, D. D., "Evidence, Experience, Influence." 1903.
The Rt. Rev. Arthur C. A. Hall, D. D., "The Relations
of Faith and Life.'' 1905.

Intercollegiate Prizes.
The Association for Promoting: the Interests of
<Jhurch, Schools, Colleges and Seminaries was in corporated in 1895, through the efforts of the late Rev. Charles
Frederick Hoffman, D. D., the rector of All Angels'
·Church, New York . The Association offers to students
in Kenyon, Hobart, Trinity, St. Stephen's and the University of the South a number of prizes annually. Sixteen prizes are offered for the examinations in May, 1907,
as follows:
To Seniors and Juniors-A first prize of $200 and a
·second prize of $100, in English; and a first prize of $100
and a second prize of $50 in each of the following subjects: Greek, Latin and Mathematics.
To Sophomores and Freshmen-A first prize of $100
and a second prize of $50 in each of the following subjects: English, Greek, Latin and Mathematics.

T t)e S tire s P rizes.
Two prizes, of $35· and $15 respectively, are offered
annually by the Rev. Dr. Stires, Rector of St. Thomas'
•Chu rch, New York, fur excellence in debating. The contestants are chosen from the two upptr classes and
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repr~sent the Philomathesian and Nu Pi Kappa litera

societies .
. Sc.t-,o1a :rs.t-,i p a11 cl Se11eficia:ry flicl.

The charges for tuition and minimum room rent ar
remitted to the sons of clergymen and to postulants fo
Holy Orders. Appropriations are sometimes made
postulants for Holy Orders by the Trustees of the Eth a
Stone Fund and by the Joint Edueation Committee o
the Dioceses in Ohio.
All scholarships are held subject to the following regu
lation of the Faculty: "All students holding scholar
ships of any kind shall be required to maintain an aver
age grade of two and one half; to observe reasonabl
economy in expenditure, and to refrain from behavio
which willsubject them to college discipline."
(1.)

Endowed Scholarsh ips.

The Alfred Blake Scholars/zips, three perpetual
scholarships, covering tuition, the gift of Mrs. Alfred
Blake, of Gambier.
The French Prize Scholars/tip, a perpetual scholar·
ship covering tuition in Kenyon College, tha gift of Mrs.
Robert French, of Gambier, to be awarded to the student.
of the Preparatory Department standing highest in grade
and deportment.
The Austin Badger Sholars!lip, of $1,400, founded
by bequest of Austin Badger, of Medina, Ohio.
The Nash Scholarships, of$10,000, founded by bequest
of Job M. Nash, of Cincinnati. The income provides fo
three scholarships of about $200 each.
r
T!te Thomas A. llfcBride Sclwlars!IZp, of t2 000
founded by bequest of Mrs. Mary A. McBride, ofWoo~t '
er,

ScHOLARSHIP AND BENEFICIARY

Arn

Ohio, in memory of her son, Thos. A. McBride, of the
class of 1867.

The Southard Scholarship, of $2,500, the gift of Mr.
George F. Southard, of the class of 1878. Preference is
to be given to a student in regular standing.
The John W. Andrews, Jr., Scliolarsltip, of $3,000,
the gift of the Hon. John. W. Andrews, of Columbus,
Ohio, in memory of his son.
The Carter Scholarships, of $5,000, the gift of Mrs.
Carter, of Albany, New York, in memory of her husband,
the Rev. George Galen Carter, S. T. D .,of the classof 1864
and his father, the Rev. Lawson Carter, late orCleveland,
Ohio. Preference is to be given to postulants for Orders,
especially to such postulants as are the sons of clergymen.
The Carnegie Sclzolarslzip Fund of $25,000, the gift of
Mr. Andrew Carnegie. Grants from the income of this
fund are made to needy and deserving students for the
payment of the College bills. Postulants for Holy Orders
are ineligible.
(b)

Loan Funds.

The Curtis Fund, which now amounts to over $21,000.
The late Henry B. Curtis, LL. D., of Mount Vernon,
Ohio, granted to the Trustees of Kenyon College, a fund
for the aid of meritorious students by loans of money at
a low rate of interest. The interest is intended to meet
only the risk of death, and is not to be greater than the·
average rate of life insurance.
T he application for a Curtis Scholarship must be addressed to the College Treasurer, and must state the appli·
cant's name, residence and age, his father's name, and the
amount asked for; and must be indorsed by the father or
g uardian stating that the loan is asked for with his knowledge and approval, and that he believes the notes will be
me t atmaturity. The Faculty will understand the application to be confidental, and in making the selection will
consider all evidences obtainable as to the applicant's·
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character ability and merit including his examination•
in school' and college, and his record for regul~ri~y, punc·
tuality and other good conduct. The appropr1at1ons are
made for only a year at a time. The maximum loan for
one year is $150, but for a student's first year $75. The
sum appropriated is paid in two equal parts, one at the
beginning of each semester. Upon each payment the
·student gives his promissory note for the repayment five
years from date with interest at the rate of one and a half
per cent.

The Ormsby Phillips Fund, of $1,000, which was
established by Mr. and Mrs. Bakewell Phillips, of Pitts·
burg, Pennsylvania, to be loaned without interest to a
superior student for the ministry.
(c) The High School Scholarships. By i.ction of the
Board of Trustees, dated June 26, 1890, a scholarship in
K~nyon College is offered each year to a male graduate of
a high school in each county in the State of Ohio. The
applic~tion for such scholarship must state tha·t the as·
11istance is necessary to enable the student to pursue a
course at Kenyon College, and must be signed by both the
applicant and his father or guardian. A certificate from
the principal of the high schc.ol testifying io inellectual
proficiency and moral character is also required. The
scholarships cover tuition and minimum room rent.
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For entrance to each course 15 units are required,
the term "Unit" representing roughly the work of four
recitation hours a week for on p, year. ' On the pages immediately following will be found a description by sub. jects of the amount required.
For the Classical Course:

For the Philosophical Course:
Units.

Units.

English .. ..... ............ 3
Mathematics . ... . ......... 3
Latin .... ............ . .... .4
Greek . ........... . ..... . ... 3
History .................. . 1
Additional. ................ 1

English ...... .. ............ 3
Mathematics .. ; .......... 3
Latin .. . . . ... . ......... . .. . 4
Modern ·Languages . ... .. 2
History . .. ......... ..... ... 1
Additional . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
15

15

For the Scientific Course:

For the Literary Course:
Units.

Units.

English .......... .. . . . ..... 3
Mathematics ... ...... .. . .. .4
Foreign Languages ........ 3
History .. ....... ... . ....... 1
Sciences ..... . . ............ 2
Additional ...... ........... 2

English ... . ............... 3
Mathematics ... . ........... 3
Foreign Languages .•.. ... .4
History .................... 2
Sciences .. .... . ... ... . ..... 1
Additional . .. . .. .......... 2

15

15
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The following table shows the subjects which may
be presented, together with the minimum and maximum
.amounts which will be accepted in each:
Units.

Units.

English ................... . 3
Mathematics .......... 3 or 4
Latin . .............. 2, 3 or 4
Greek ...... . ... . .... 1, 2 or 3

French ............. . .. 1 or 2
German '. ........ . ... 1, 2 or 3
History ............ . 1, 2 or 3
Sciences ............. 1, 2 or 3
Drawing ............ . ...... 1

E:qg1ist) (Tt)ree U:qits.)

(a) Reading. A certain number of books will be
set for reading. The candidate will be required to pre·S ent evidence of a general knowledge of the subject matter, and to answer simple questions on the lives of the
.authors. The form of examination will usually be the
writing of a paragraph or two on each of several topics
to be chosen by the candidate from .a considerable number-perhaps ten or fifteen-set before him in the examination paper. The treatment of these topics is designed
to test the candidate's power of clear accurate expression,
and will call for only a general knowledge of the substance of the books. In place of a part or the whole of
this test, the candidate may present an exercise
book ,
.
properly certified by his instructor, contaimng cornpositions or other written work done in connection With the
reading of the book. No student will hereafter be admitted without examination except on the presentation
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<>f such properly certified exercise book, or of an explicit
statement. from his instructor of the books read in class
and the amount of composition work required. The substitution of equivalent booka for those given below will
f~r the present be permitted. In preparation for this part
<>f the requirement it is important that the candidate
shall have been instructed in the fundame1~tal principles
<>f rhetoric.
( b) Study and Practice- 'fhis part of the examina ·
tion presupposes the thorough study of each of the works
named in this division. The examination will be upon
subject matter, form and structure. In addition the candidate may be requfred to answer questions involving the
essentials of English grammar,· and the leading facts in
those periods of English hist01·y to wliich the prescribed
cooks belong.
No candidate will be accepted in English whose
work is notably defective in point of spelling, punctuation, idiom or division into paragraphs.
An examination in composition will be required of
all new students.

1907, 1908: Foit. GENERAL READING;
The .Mer-Ohant of Venice and .Macbeth/ The Sir Roger de Ooverley Papers/ Irving, Life of Goldsmitli; Coleridge, The
Ancient Mariner; Scott, Ivanhoe and 1 he Lady of the
Lake; 'l'~nnyson, Ga1·eth and Lynette, Launcelot and
Elain,,_ and The Passing of Arthu1·; Lowell: The Vision of
Sir Laun/al,' GeorgeEliot, Silas Marner; FoR STUDY AND
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.
M"lton Lycidaa,
Shakespearn, Julius Caesar; i
'
Oomua , L' Allegro and ll PenaeroHO; Burke, Speech on Oond
. . .
.
.
E
Addison an
ciliation with America; Macaulay, ssay on

PRACTICE:

Life of John11n.
IT'iattiet:Qatics (Tt)ree or Four Units.)

(a) Arithmetic. In additjon to
. t
with the
the usual course in Arithmetic an acqnarn ance
·
.
· . quired ' and
M etnc System of weights and measures is 1e
·
·
· ·
tron 110 ly
a thorough study of Mental Arithmetic is 8
recommended.
(b) Algebra, through Radicals and Quadratics. .
(c) Plane Geometry- The use of simple drawing
instruments should be taught in connection with Plane
Geometry and original constructions and demonstrations
required.
A thorough review of Algebra and Plane Geometry'
should be completed during the year preceding entr~nce
to college.
1.

Three Units.

2. Four Units. In addition to the precedii:ig.
(a) Solid Geometry, as much as is contained in the
usual texts.
(b) Advanced Algebra, including ratio, radicals,
progressions, logarithms, series, determinants, partial
fractions and elementary theory of equations.
( c) Trigonometry, with special attention to the derivation of formulae, and the accurate solution and checking of problems.
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L..atir) (Two, Three or Pour U:nits.)
J. Two Units. Latin lessons with easy reading, consisting of twenty to thirty pages of connected text. In
all written exercises the long vowels should be marked,
and in all oral exercises pains should be taken to make
the pronunciation conform to the quantities.
The student should be trained from the beginning to
grasp the meaning of the Latin before translating, a11d
then to render into jdomatic English; and should be
taught to read the Latin aloud with intelligent expression.
Selections from Caesar's Gallic War equivalent in
amount to four or five books; selections from N epos may
be taken as a substitute for an amount not exceeding two
books. The equivalent of at least oue period a week in
prose composition based on Caesar. Frequent written
exercises and translation at sight from Caesar.

2. Three Units. In addition to the preceding, siic
orations of Cicero, including the .Manilian Law. Sallust's Catiline will be accepted as a substitute for an
equi valent amount of Cicero.
The equivalent of at least one period a week in prose
composition. Frequent written exercises and translation
composition based on Cicer-0. Frequent written exercises
and translations at sight from Cicero.
3. Four Units. In addition to 1 and 2, six books of
Virgil's Aeneid. For a portion of this may be substitn-
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ted selections from Ovid. Constant practice in the metrical reading of Latin verse.
The equivalent of at least one period a week in prose
at sight from Virgil and Ovid.
GTeek (One, Two

or TnTee Units)

i. One Unit. Grammar; Anabasis, twenty pages.
The student should have constant practice in reading
Greek aloud and in translatin g into Greek. Syntax is
best taught in connection with the text read, but the
most important paradigms should be learned before beginning the Ano.basis.
2. Two Units. In addition to the precedin g. A nabasis I-IV. Greek prose based on the Anabasis should be
written daily.

3. Three Units. In addition to 1 and 2, the first six
books of the Iliad, Mythology and scansion should be
taught in connection with the Iliad. Greek prose based
on the Anabasis.
FTench (One

01'

Two Units.)

i. One Unit. Elementary French. Such a knowledge of the language is required as may be obtained br
the reading of at least 400 pages, part of which should b.e
·read at sight, The examination consists of the tran sla·
tion at sight into English of easy passages of Frencl1
, e 1e·
mentary grammatical questions, and the translation of
simple En"'lish
sentences into French. To meet th·is re
o
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quirement, two years' work will generally be necessary.
2. Two Units. Intermediate French. In addition
to the preceding, the requirement includes the reading
of not less than 600 additional pages of French (including at least two classical works of a dramatic character,)
and regular practice in writing and speaking French.
At least one additional year of study will be necessary to
meet this requirement.
Gerfr1a:Q* ( O~e, Two Ol' Tnree U:nits.)

l. One Unit. 'l'he student should have had careful drill upon pronunciation; the memorizing and frequent repetition of easy colloquial sentences; drill upon
the rudiments of grammar, that is, upon the inflection of
the articles, of such nouns as belong to the language of
everyday life, of adjectives, pronouns, weak verbs, and
the more u·snal stron,g verbs; also upon the use of the
more common prepositions, the simple uses of the modal
auxiliaries, and the elementary rules of syntax and word
order; abundant easy exercises from German into English
and from English into German; the reading of about 200
pages of simple German in the form of easy stories and
plays, with accompanying practice in the translation into
German of easy variations upon the matter read.

2. Two Units. The candidates should be able to
read at sight German prose ofordinary difficulty. whether
•For a list of texts suitable for elementary or advanced reading in German and
Fren~h. reference is made to the Report of the Committee on ColleQ'e Entrance
Requirements, July, 1899, (Dr. Irwin Shepard, Secretary of the National Educational
Association, Winona, Minn.)
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recent or classical; to put into German a connected passage of simple English, paraphrased from a given text
in German ; to answer any gram ma ti cal questions relating
to urnal forms and essential principles of the language,
including syntax and word formalion, and to translate
and explain a passage of classical literature taken from
some text previously studied.
The work should comprise, in addition to 1, the reading of about 4.00 pages of moderately difficult prose and
poetry, including a classical play by Schiller, Lessing or
Goethe, with constant practice in giving paraphrases of
the matter read; also grammatical drill upon the less
usual Etrong verbs. the use of articles, cases, auxiliaries of
all kinds, tenses and moods, and likewise upon word-order
and word formation.
3. Three Units. In addition to 1 and 2, this course
shall -comprise the reading of about 500 pages of good
literature in prose and poetry, reference reading upon the
lives and works of the great writers studied; the writ.in"
in German of numerous short themes upon assigned sub-"'
jects, independent translation of English into German.

Mistory ( One, Two or Tnree Units.)
'rhe candidate may select one, two or three units
from the five prescribed below.
J. General History. As much as is contained
in
Myers's Gene1 al History.
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2. a) Grecian History. Myers's or Botsford's History of Greece or an equivalent (one-half unit.)
b)

Roman History. Allen's History of tlie Roman People or Botsford's Romrrn Bistor.11
( one-half unit.)

3. English History. The equivalent of Andrews'
Qr Oheyney's Hisiory of England, with collateral reading.
4. United States History. A comprehensive Course
based on such a text as Adams and Trent or McDonald's
Johnston's, with considerable collateral reading.
5. a ) United States History. John Fiske's History of
tlie Dnited States or an equivcllent (one-half
unit.)
b) Political Science, a8 much as is contained in
John Fiske's Civil Government in the United
States (one-half unit.)
Scieqce ( O.qe, Tu.io oi< Tnree Units).

The candidate may offer one, two or three units
selected from the five enumerated below, earh unit representing the work of one year. Laboratory work, including
the keeping of a notebook, should occupy one-half to two
thirds of the time involved, the remaining part being occupied with formal lectures and recitations. In orrler to
Qbtain credit for the various courses, laboratory notes ancl
drawi ngs indorsed by the teacher ahould be presented at
the time of entrance.
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1. Elementary Physics. An amount of work e quivalent to t hat in the text of Carhart and Chute is required.
Particular attention should be given to the practical l a boratory methods, and the solution of numerical proble ms.
2. Elementary Chemistry. A course in General Inorganic Chemistry, including metals and non-metals, as o utlined in Remsen's Elements of Chemistry, is required ; o r
Newell's D1Jscriptive Chemistry, or Williams's Elements.
3. General Biology. The course should consider, by
means of laboratory methods, typical animals and plan t s
with respect to their external form, activities, and local
di tribution. The following suggests certain forms, the
majority or which should be studied : In the animal
kingdom, Amoeba, Paramoecium, Vorticella, Sponge,
Hydra, Medusa, Snail, Freshwater mussel, Earthworm,
Crayfish, Insect. tarfi h, Frog, and Fish. In the pla n i
kingdom, Slime mould, Bacteria. pirogyra, Bread mould
( Mucor ), Mushroom, Lichen, Liverwort, Fern and
Flowering Plant. Certain general questions such as ada ptation to environment. protective resemblance, variation,
etc., hould receive careful consideration. Boyer's Elementa1·y Biology, or selections from Davenport's Int?·oduction to Zn.ology. to~ether with Bergen's. Element 8 of
Botany, provided the fir ·t part of the year is devoted to
Zoology, and the seC'ond part to Botany, represents the
approximate amount of work neces~ary.
4.

Botany.

The cour"e honkl ron"i t of a c

areful
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study of the types of plants mentioned under General
Biology, and in addition the following may profitably be
considered, Vol vox, Oladaphora, Pleurococcus, Ohara,
Vaucheria, Moss, Conifer, and a few carefully selected
Flowering Plants. Work on Flowering Plants alone cannot be accepted. The essential facts concerning variability, assimilation, respiration, digestion, growth and
reproduction, as well as adaptation, etc., should be made
clear. An equivalent of Atkinson's Lessons in Botany,
or Bergen's Foundations of Botany should be presented.
5. Zoology. The course should include in addition
to the invertebrates mentioned under General Biology, a
somewhat extended study of certain vertebrates, e. g.,
Lamprey, 1£el, Fish, Amphibian ( Plethodon, Frog., etc.,)
Reptile, Bird and Mammal. Less weight is to be laid on
a knowledge of anatomical details, than on the ability to
recognize the specimen and its allies, to indicate its relationships, and to point out the leading features of its life
history, organization and physiology. The work should
approxi:P-1ate that outlined in Kellogg's .Elementary Zoology, or Davenport's Introduction to Zoology.
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flcl:l'l')issiot').

Candidates for admission must present testimonials of
good moral character, and if they come from other colleges certificates of dismissal in good standing.
Examinations for entrance are held at the opening of
the college year, the third W edneoday in September.
Oerlificates will be provisionally accepted from the
principal of any reputable High or Preparatory School,
and will exempt the student from entrance examinations
in the subjects covered, provided that they are in the
hands of the Faculty at the opening of the year. A 11 cer
tificates should be made out on blanks furnished by the
Colleii;e and must. state that the student has thoroughly
done all the work prescribed in the catalogue for admission to the Freshman Class, and that the Principal belleves the applicant able to maintain a good position in
his class in college.
•
Applicants for admission, who lack preparat.ion in
Greek, German or French may enter the Freshman Class,
and opportunity will be given them to begin one of these
studies as college students, provided that they are able to
make up this deficiency in preparation. besides doino- the
regular amount of required work.
'""

flcl vancecl Stan<iins.
Candidates for advanced standing: will be ex .
•mined
antecedent to the deRired_
grade,

in all prescribed studie
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including the requirements for admission to college, and
in such elective studies as shall be chosen by the candidate and approved by the Faculty.
Students from other colleges may be admitted proviionally to such standing, and on such terms as the Faculty may deem equitable in each case . .Such candidates are
required to present to the President a complete statement
duly certified, of the studies they have pursued and their
proficiency I herein, and a catalogue of" the college from
which they come.
Special Stuclents.

Students may be admitted as special students, not
candidates for a degree, provided their preparation is such
that they can enter with ad vantage existing college classes,
and that their time can be fully and profitably occupied.
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Cour-ses of S t u c1 y ·
FRESH!llAN Y EAR

second Semester

First Semester
All Courses -

Houn

H o urs

English 1* . . . .. .. . . . . .. . 3
Chemistry 1. . ... . . ....... 4

English 2.... ... · · · · · · · · 3
Chemi s try 1. ....... . . · · 3

Classlcal Greek 1. .. .. .... . ........ 3
Latin 1 . . . .... ... . . .. .... 3
Mathematics 1. .. .. . .... . 3

Greek 2 .......... . . .... 3
Latin 2 ........... . .. .. . S
Mathematics 2.... . . . . . . 4

Philosophical German or F r ench. . . . . . 3
Latin 1 . ... ... . . . . . .. . .. 3
Mathematics 1. . . ...... . 3

German or French. . . . . . 3
Latin 2 . . . . ............ . 3
l\1athematics2 ...... . .. 4

Llterary German . . . . ... ... . .. ~- - . . 3
French ..... ... ..... . . . . .. 3
Mathematics 1. .. . ...... . 3

German .............. .. 3
French . .. . ........... . 3
Mathema tics 2. .... . . . . . 4

Sclentlnc German . ... . ....... ... . 3
Fre nch ........ . .. . ... . ... 3
~ a them a tics

3 .. . ....... 3

German ....
3 .
French .............. . .. 3
Ma them a tics 4.
3

SOPHOMORE YEAR

First Semester

second Semester

All Courses E nglish 3 ................ 3
B ible 1
. ........... . 1

Engli ~h

4 . ..... . . .

B ible 2 . . ...........
...."

3
1

,;. The number identifies the course as described in the Department~ of
tion.
l nstruc-

4&

COURSES OF STUDY
<;lassical -

Houre-

Hours

One Ancient Language ..
One Modern Language. .
One Science . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective .......... . .... . .

3
3
3
3

One Ancient Language ..
One Modern Language . .
One Science ....... . ....
Elective ....... . ... . .....

3
3;
3
3·

Philosophical and Literary Two Languages ..... ... .. 6
One Science ... .. .. . .. .. . 3
Elective ..... .. .. .. .... .. 3

Two Languages .... . .... 6
One Science. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3·
Electjve . ..... . ....... . : . 3

Scientific One Language . . . . . . . . . .
Chemistry 3 . .... .. . . . . . .
Mathematics 5 .... .. ... ..
Physics 1, or
Biology 1 .. ..... . . . .. . . . .

3
3
3
3

One Language . ..... .. ..
Chemistry 4 or 8. . . . . . . .
Mathematics 6 .. ..... ...
Physics 2, or
Biology 2 .............. .

3·
:l

3
3

Of the above, the choi ce of optional courses must be for theentire year. No restriction is put upon the electives.

Elective Courses open to Sophomores Greek 3, 4
Latin 3, 4
German 1-6
French 1-4
Spanish 11, 12
Italian 15-16

Chemistry 3, 4, 7, 8
Biology 1, 2
Physics, 1, 2
Mathemat ics 3-10

Hi~tory 1, 2
Political Science 1-4<
Economics 1, Z.

All eJectives are three-hour courses.
JUl'CIOR YEAR.

First Semester

Second Semester

Classical, Philosophical and Literary English o.. .. ......... . . . 1
English 6........ . . . . .. . 1
History 7 ... .. . . ... ..... 3
History 8 .. ... ... . .. . ... 3
Two major courses of the Sophomore year must be continued
tbr?ugh the Junior year, a nd other electives chosen to bring the
entire amount of work up to sixteen hours.
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Scientific -

Hours

Hours

English 5 ..... .. .........
History 7 ................
Mathematics 11 .... ... . . .
Biology 3, or
Physics a .. . . ...... . . . . .
Electives ................

1
3

3
3
6

English 6.... · · · · · · ··· · ·
History 8 .. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Mathematics 12. · · · · · · · •
Biology 4, or
Physics 4 ... · · · · · · · · · · ··
Electives .... · · · · · · · · · · · ·

1
3
3

3
6

.Elective Courses Open to Juniors 16
English 9, 10, 15,16,19 Chemistry . 5-10 History .. · · · · · · · ·
Political
Science
1-6
Greek ....... . . . 5-8 Biology .... 1-10
1·6
Latin ....... .... 5-8 Physics . . . . 1-4 Economics .· ····
German ......... 1-8 Mathematics5-10, Philosophy · · · · H
The Bible ... ··· 4-6
French .. ,, ...... 1-8
13, 14
:Spanish ..... .. 11-14
Italian .... . ... 15-16
All electives are three-hour courses.

SEIUOR YEAR
Flrst Semester
:All Courses -

Second Semester
Hours

Hours

English 'i .... ............ 1
English 8 ... . . ......... . 1
In all courses, one major course of the Junior year must be
continued through the Senior year, and other electives chosen to
bring the entire amount of work up to sixteen hours.

Elective Courses Open to Seniors English 11-14, 17-19 Chemistry... 9-10 History .... ..... . 3-6
Greek .... . .. . . . 5-8 Biology ..... 3-10 Political Science 1-6
German ........ 3-8 Physics...... ~ 5 Economics ...... 1-8
Latin ........ 5-8 Mathematics11-14 Philoaophy ..... .4
1
French ......... 3-10
The Bible. . . . . . . 4 .6
Spanish ........ 11-14
Italian ......... 15-16
All electives are three-hour courses.
Students intending to study Theology will be llel'lllitted
eent as Senior electives Philosophy 1 and 2, and twelve hoto pre.the work of the Junior year at Bexley Hall .
llrs of

Departments of Instructio

English
1>rofessor i!l_eeves

:f>r. Kart'lSO:t'I·

0 1 Exercises.
1. English Composition. Themes and ra
Three
First Semester.
'Narration and Description.
hours a week. Required of all Freshmen.
. .
d Argumen2. English Composition. Exposition an
t
cond Semes er.
tation. Themes and Oral Exercises. Se
'Three hours a week. Required of all Freshmen.
"t" CJ' based upon
Courses 1 and 2 involve constant wn Ill.,,
1
modes.
.
.
personal experience and also upon hteraiy
A.fter correction selected themes are delivered orally b~·
'
bl"
Defi·
fore the class, and at intervals before the pu IC •
.ciencies in spelling, grammar, punctuation, paragraphing,
· P er·
and delivery must be overcome before the student is
mitted to enter the later courses in English.
3. English Prose Literature. This course is naturally
.connected with the written work of the Freshman year,
and the critical study of selections in English prose, from
Elizabeth to Victoria, forms the basis of the written ex·
.ercises. First Semester. Three hours a week. Required
of all Sophomores.
4. English P~try. Havin11: mastered the elements
.o f prose composition, the student begins the study of English poetry. In the first half of the semester narrative
and descriptive poems are critically read in class; lyric
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poetry follows in the second half of the semester. Written reports upon the form and contents of selected vers~
.a re required. Second Semester. Three hours a week.
Required of all Sophomores.
5. Advanced Composition, Exposition.
First Semester. One hour a week. Required of all Juniors.
6. Advanced Composition.
·-Ond Semester. One hour a week.
iors.
Courses 5 and 6 continue the
in the Junior year. The form of
the essay and oration.

Argumentation. SecRequired of all Junrequired written work
composition is that of

7. Orations and Debates.
First Semester.
hour a week. Required of all Seniors.

One

8. Speaking and Dramatic Exercises. Second Semester. One hour a week. Required of all students.
Courses 7 and 8 continue the required written and
-spoken work in the Senior year.
9. Argumentation and Debating. An elective for
students who desire extended drill in written argumentation and oral delivery. Class debates are held weekly.
Public debates are appointed as the. instructor may determine. First Semester. Three hours a week. Elective
for Juniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1906-7.
10. English Drama. The development of the English drama, from Shakespeare to Sheridan, is studied historically, select plays being read in class, with written
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- - -

k Elecmester. Three hours a wee .
Se
Second
t
repor s.
Offered in 1907 -8.
tive ·for Juniors. Alternate years.
A critical study o
11. Nineteenth Century Prose.
Ruskin
1 le Newman,
the prose styles of Macaulay, 0 ar Y '
k Elechours a wee .
and Pater. First Semester. Th ree
din H)06-7.

r

tive for Seniors.

Alternate years.

Offere
A study, with com 12. Nine.tee.nth Century Poetry.
d Brownk
f Tennyson an
plete texts, of the chief wor ~s 0
Elective
·s
a
week.
r
h
ing. Second Semester. Tluee ou
·n 1906-7.
for Seniors. Alternate years. Offered 1
Three hours a
13. Old English. First Semester.
week. Elective for Seniors.
f h E glish Langu14. Beowulf, and the History o t e n
Elective
age. Second Semester. Three hours a week.
for Seniors who have taken courae 13.
h'lo}ocrical.
0
Courses 13 and 14 are historical an d P 1
lf
Bright's .4.nglo- 8azon Reader is studied , and the Beowie
is read in the second semester. Emerson's History of the
English Language is used as a basis for explaining changes in sound, syntax, vocabulary, and idiom .

Essay.

15. The. Engllsh
Studies in the essay from
Bacon to Macaulay. First Semester. Three hours· a
week. Elective for Juniors. Alternate yearR. Offered
in 1907 -8.
16. Milton, and other Scventccth Century Poets. Second Semester. Three houn a week. Elective for J u n-iors. A.lternate years. Offered in 1~-'Z.

GREEK
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17. The English Novel. First Semester. Three
hours a week. Elective for Seniors. Alternate years.
Offered in 1907-8.
18. American Literature. Second Semester. Three
hours a week.
Elective for Seniors. Alternate years.
Offered in 1907-8.
HI. Chaucer, Langland and Wyclif.
Fourteenth
Century Studies. First Semester. Three hours a week.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Offered in 1907-8.

Greek.

Professor

N eUlhaH

1. Lysias, or Selections from Attic Orators. Prose
Composition.
First Semester. Three hours a week.
Required of Classical Freshmen.

2. Odyssey, Selections or Herodotus. Private life
of the Greeks. Second Semester. Three hours a week.
Required of Olassical Freshmen.
3. Plato, Laches and Apology. History of Greek
Literature (Prose). First Semester. Three hours a week.
Elective for Sophomores. Uourses 1 and 2 prerequisite.
4. Sophocles, Antigone or Oedipus 1 ymnnua. Aristophanes, Clouds or Frogs. History of Greek Literature
(Poetry) . Second Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Sophomores. Courses 1 -3 prerequisite.
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Aeschylus. Prometheus or Septem. Euripide&,
Alcestis or Medea. The Greek Drama and Theatre.
for
F irst Semester. Three hours a week · El ective
·
· •t Alternate
.
J umors
and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequis1 e.
5.

years.

Offered in 1906-7.

· a·a

Demosthenes, De Corona. Thucy I es, Books I
and VII. Greek Constitutional History. Second Semester.
·
nd Seniors.
Th ree h ours a week. Elective for J umors
a
.
Oou.rses 1-4 prerequisite. Alternate years. Offered Ill
1906-7.
·
Greek
.
7. Se1ecttons
from the Lyric Poets or L ucian.
6.

Music and Metres. First Semester. Three hours a week.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite. Alternate years. Offered in 1907-8.
8 · Greek Art and General History of Architecture.
Second Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for
Jn niors and s emors
· m. all courses. Alternate years.
Offered in 1907- 8 .

La ti~.
1

•
Livy.

1Dl:'ofessor IVl•Qt')lflg.

Instruction i G
reading Latin
p
n rammar and in the art of
r0se Compo 81., .
Th ree hours a .
k
ion. First 8emester.
.
wee . Req . d
soph1ca1 Freshmen.
mre of Classical and Philo·

Latin p
octs, Selections
T
mar . I>rose c omposition. ·
erence ' one play.
Seconds
ernester. Three

2·

Gram

LATIN

hours a week.
Freshmen.
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Required of Classical and Philosophical

3. Pliny the Younger, Letters. Reading at sight.
First semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Sophomores. Courses 1 and 2 prerequisite.
4. Horace, selections from the Odes, Satires, and
Epistles. Study of the poet's life and times. Second
Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Sophomores. Courses 1-3 prerequisite.
5. Tacitus, selections from the Histories or Annals.
Reading at sight. Study of the first century of the Empire. Fi rst Semester. 'Three hours a week. Elective
for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite. Alternate years. Offered in 1906-7.

Stndy of Roman Private
Life. Second Semester. Three hours a week. Elec
tive for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite.
Alternate years. Offered in 1906-7.
6. Juvenal and Martial.

7. Cicero, Letters. Study of the author's life and
times. First Semester. 'l'hree hours a week. Elective
for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite. Alternate years. Offered in 1907-8.
8. Plautus and T erence. Reading at sight. Slud~
of the history of the Roman Drama. Second Semester.
Three hours a week. Elective for Juniors and Senior~.
Courses 1-4 prerequisite. Alternate years. Offered in
1907-8.
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i!l_omance I.anguag e s.
P r o{essor N' lcl:)o ls.

·r H'rench
Elementary French. Fraser an d S qua1 ' r ·
. he et
Grammar; Ver ne, L es Forceurs de Blocus j L a b IC
Mar tin, L e Voyage de M. Perrichon. First Semester.
1.

Three hours a week.
2.

Modern French Prose.

Erckmann-Chatrian, L~

Oonscrit de 1813; Angier et Sandean, Le Gend1·e de M.
Poirie1·; Merimee, Colomba; Beaumarehais, Le Barbier
de Seville . Grammar and Composition. Second Semester.

Three hours a week.

French P rose an d Poetry. Chateaubriand, Atala
and Rene; Hugo, H ernani; Musset. Trois Comedies;
Voltaire; Za'fre; Collateral reading: Saint Pierre, Pa'IJl
et Virginie; Lesage, Gil Blas. Prose Composition and
µ:rammar. First Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Sophomores in the Scientific Course, and for
Juniors and Seniors in the other courses. Courses 1 and
2 prerequisite.
3.

4. Classical French D rama. Selections from Corneille, Moliere, and Racine, with lectures on the' .
d
nse an
crrowth of the rlrama in France. Outlines of the u·
.
'"'
-,
. .
istory ol
the French language.
ompo«1t10n. econd ,
.
em ester
Three hours a week.
onr<:es 1-3 prerequi~ite.
.
5 Introduction to French Literature. Brief
·
.
·
.
se1ectionE
from representative writer~ m connection With
.
occas1onal
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lectures and collateral readings. First Semester. Three
hours a week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Course
4 prerequisite. Alternate years. Offered in 1908-9.
6. French Literature of the J7th Century. After a
brief survey of the precursors of the classic period, a
study will be made of the efflorescence of French literature, especially in the field of drama. Second Serr.ester.
· 'l'hree hours a week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors·
Course 5 prerequisite. Alternate years. Oifered in 1908-9.
7. French Literature of the lath Century. In this
-cou rse the French Illumination will be studied in such
writers as Montesquieu, Voltaire, Diderot and Rousseau.
Lectures and outside readings. First Semef;ter. Three
hours a week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Course
4 prerequisite. Alternate years; Offered in 1907-8.

8. French Literature of the J9th Century. Especial
;attention will be directed to romanticism, realism and
naturalism. Second Semester. Three hours a week·
iElective for Juniors and Seniors. Course 7 prerequisite.
Alternate years. Offered in.1907 8.
9. O ld French. A study of both the language and
literature. The lectures treat the interrelations of the
French and English languages and the influence of Old
French literature upon that of Spain, Italy, and Germany.
First Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Seniors. Course 6 or 8 prerequisite. This course altemates
with courses 13 or 15. Offered in 1907-8.
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Particu10. French Literature of the 16th Century.
. th.
.
.
.
k of Rabelais, e
lar attention will be paid to the wor s
.
. .
f French classicPleiade, and Montaigne and the ongms 0
9
ism. Second Semester. Three hours a week. Course
prerequisite.

Offered in 1907-8.
Ramsey' Spanish Gram11. Elementary Spanish.
d Malloy,
ma1·; .Carrion y Aza, Zaragueta; Carter an
"'-'
First Sem.
.Ouentos Modernos · Larra, Parti1· a -"- iempo.
' a week. Elective
·
f'or s tudents wh<>
ester. Three hours
have passed in Uourse 2.
12. Modern Spanish Prose Alarcon , El Final de
71.T
T amayo y B aus, un
TT.
Drama nuevo,· Galdos.
•Torma;
Dona P'!-?'fecta. Grammar and Composition. Second
Semester. Three hours a week.
13. History of Spanish Literature, with selections
fromtheworksofthemore important authors of the 17th
and subsequent centuries. A few lectures on the History of
the Spanish language.
Composition and collateral
readings. First Semester. Three hours a week. Course
12 prert'quisite. Course 13or11) is given alternately with
course 9.
14. History of Spanish Literature, A continuation
of Course 13. Second Semester. Three hours a week.
15. Elementary Italian. Grammar, tramlation and
composition. Grandgent, Italian Gram
B
ma1"
ow e n.
Italian Reader; Farina, 1l /!'ante di Piech 'F'. 0
e.
H st oe mester. Three hour a week. Cour e 2or11
. .
.,
. . . .
, prereq m site .
This course or our ·e 13 is g1\"en alternately with ·
0 ourse 9.

GERMAN
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16. .Modern Italian Readings and Dante. A con tin nation of Course ·15. In addition to the regular work by
the class in translating modern prose, the instructor renders and interprets tu the class the Inferno and Purgatorio of Dante. Dinsmore's Aids to the Study of
Dante is required as collateral reading. Second Semester. Three hours a week.

German.
Professor West.

l.

Elementary German. Vos's Essentials of German,
German Reader and W esselhoeft's German
Exercises. First Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Sophomores and Juniors.
Carruth~s

2. .Modern German. Zschokke, .Der zerbrochene
Krug, Baumbach, .Das Habichtsfraulein, Benedix, .Die
"Lugnerin; continued drill in grammar; W esselhoeft,
German Exercises. Second Semester. Three hours a
week. Elective for Sophomores and Juniors.
3. Nineteenth Century Prose. Wildenbruch, .!fas
edle B lut, Freytag, .Die Journalisten, W enckebach,
German Composition, review of German grammar. First
Semester. Three hours a week. Required of Freshmen
in the Philosophical, Literary and Scientific Courses.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors in the Classical Course.
4. Nineteenth Century Poe~i'y.
A continuation of
Course 3. Grillparzer, De1• Traum ein Leben, Heine,
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Poems, W enckebach, German Composition, German
Grammar. Second Semester. Three hours a week.
5. Goethe. Hermann und Dorothea, Faust. Part
I. First Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite·

6. History of German Literature. A study of the
development of German. literature and reading of selections from representative authors of the most important
periods. Koch, Geschichte der deutschen Litteratur,
Bandbuch zur Einfuhrung in die deutsche Litteratur,
von Hentschel, Hey und Lyon. Second Semester. Three
hours a week. Elective for Sophomores, Juniors and
Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite.
7. Morike.
Life and Works.
Samtliche Werke.
herausgegeben von Rudolf Krauss.
First Semester.
Three hours a week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
Courses 1-4, and either 5 or 6 prerequisite. Offered in
1906-7.
8. Gralparzer. Life and Works. Selections from
the Cotta edition. Second Semester. Three hours a
week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1 _4 ,
and either 5 or 6 prerequisite. Offered in 1906. 7.

.......
CHEMISTRY
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Cne:tY)istry.

1. General Inorganic Chemistry.
Text: Remsen,
College Chemistry. The non-metallic elements and their
derivatives and the fundamental chemical laws. This
course is founded entirely upon experimental work, and
.about one-half of the time of the student in the laborat6ry is devoted to quantitative experiments which are
designed to illustrate the laws of combining proportions.
'rhe weekly requirement includes one lecture, illustrated
by elaborate experiments, one recitation and two laboratory periods. First Semester. Required of .Freshmen.
2. General Inorganic Chemistry. A continuation of
Course 1, taking up the metallic elements and their
derivatives. One laboratory period, one lecture and one
recitation a week. Second Semester.
Required of
Freshmen.
3. Qualitative Analysis. Text, Dennis and Whittel'Sey, Qualitative Analysis.
A careful study of the
science as well as the practice of qualitative analysis.
First Semester. Three laboratory periods a week, with
occasional lectures and daily quiz and written reports.
Elective for Sophomores.
.
1' t Hall's Treadwell's
4. Quantitative AnalystS.
ex ,
Analyticai Chemistry. The estimation of the commoner
I ·si~ of typical commerinorganic element ancl t Irn ana J
•
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. f'
ld and silver
cial products together with the assay o go
ores. Second Semester. Elective for Sophomores: Three
laboratory periods a week. Course 3 prerequisite.

'f

t
RemE>en.
ex ,
l
1
Organic Chemistry. An introduction to the study of'. e
·
Firs
compounds of carbon, the paraffin and olefine series.
Semester. Elective for .Juniors. One lecture and two
laboratory periods a week. Course 4 prerequisite.

5.

General

Organic

Chemistry.

and Theoretical
Chemistry. One hour weekly is devoted to the' study ol
the history and the theories of chemistry, and the remaining recitation and laboratory periods are taken up
with the study of organic chemistry in continuation of
Course 5. including the benzene series. Second Semester.
Elective for Juniors.
6.

General

Organic

Chemistry,

7.
:hemical Preparations.
A course in general
chemical preparations, organic and inorganic.
Text.
·
E rdmann's Chemical P reparations
and Gattermann 's
Prn:nis der 01'(1-Jnis~ken chemiku 8 ·
'fh ree l a b ora t on~
eriods
of
two
hours
each.
First
~
·
P
oemester Elective
for Sophomores and Juniors.
·
8

Determinative MincraJorv. Te t

x • 0 rosbv 7l bles
for the Determinl'f,tion nf Common Miner l
•' a
and 2 prerequi it and Com· e 8 Ver~· d a~· Courses 1
., e. irable
Th
laboratory period we kly.
cond
rn
·
ree
.
e ter l!:l
.
for Sophomore and Jumor.
·
ect1ve

BIOLOGY

9. Advanced Analytical Chemistry. A few students·
who are prepared to take up special problems in analytical chemistry and who are capable of doing so with
advantage are permitted to elect this course after consultation with the Professor in charge. 'l'he topics offeredi
for such special study during the last three years include
food analysis, poisons, adulteration, water, steel analysis,.
Portland cement, urine and blood, advanced mineral
analysis and gas analysis.
10. Advanced Analytical Chemistry• . A continuation
of Course 9.

Biology
l>rofessor Walt.011

The courses in this department are intended not only
to contribute to general cultivation, but to furnish special·
preparation for students who expect to study medicine.
1. General Biology. This course is intended primarily as an introduction to subsequent cour:;es, anc1
consists of lectures, recitations, and laboratory work on
selected types of animals and plants, of which the following is a partial list: Amoeba, Paramecium, Arcella,
Diffiugia, Vorticella, Saccharomycetes, Spirogyra, Grantia, Hydra, Sea-anemone, Star-fish, Fresh water
mussel, Earthworm, Crayfish, ·wasp, Beetle, Gras hopper,
Fish, Frog, V aucheria, Chara, :Mould, Mu broom. Liverwort, and Flowering plant. In connection with these·
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types topics of O'eneral interest are considered, such as
b
b"
the constitution of living matter, biogenesis and ll iogen·
~sis, the cell theory, variation, adaptation, mimicry.
heredity, selection, reactions of organisms, etc. These
· exercises are supplemented by occasional field excursions.
First. Semester. Four hours laboratory and one hour
lecture a week. Elective for .Sophomores, Juniors and
Seniors.
2. General Biology.
Continuation of Course 1.
·Second Semester. Four hours. laboratory and one hour
lecture a week.
3. Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrates. Lectures, recitations and ~aboratory work on vertebrates
from Amphioxus to Man, with particular attention to
·comparisons of the skeletal system, the nervous system.
the circulatory system, etc. Text book, Pratt, Vertebrate
Zoology. First Semester. Four hours laboratory and
one hour lecture a week. Elective for Juniors and
Seniors. Courses 1 2 prerequisite.

4. Histology and Microteehnique. This course is
.closely correlated with Course 3 of which it forms the
continuation.
Permanent preparations are
d
f
.
ma e o
organs and tissues which have been previously d"
d
issecte ,
.
.
fixed and placed rn alcohol or 1mbedded in
.
.
. d t th h .
para:ffine.
Particular attention ls pa1 o e p ys1ologic function of
the various group of cells. The theory of the ....
·
· .
...icroscope
and methods in microtechnique ec~1on~ng, •tainin
are carefully con idered a th begmmng or th g, etc.,
e course.
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Second Semester. Four hours laboratory and one hour
lecture a week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
5. Neurology. A comparative study of the growth
and structure of the nervous system in the different
groups of animals, with particular attention to the morphology of the central nervous system of the vertebrates.
First Semester. Four hours laboratory, one hour lecture
a week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-4
prerequisite. Alternate years. Offered in 1906-7.
6. Neurology. Oontinuation of Course 5. Second
Semester. Four hours laboratory, one hour lecture a
week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
Alternate
years. Offered in 1906-7.
7. Embryology. Lectures, recitations and laboratory
work based on a general study of the development of
animals from the formation of the egg to the attainment
of growth in the adult. Particular attention is given to
cytology during the early part of the course.
First
Semester. Four hours laboratory, one hour lecture a
week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1·4
prerequisite. Alternate years. Offered in 1!)07-8.
8. Embryology. Continuation of Course 7, with a
careful study of some of the vertebrates. Second Semester. Four hours laboratory, one hour lecture a week.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
Alternate years.
Offered in 1907-8.

9.

Advanced Biology.

pecial

laboratory work
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arranged with reference to the individual needs. of
-students wishing to devote a maximum amount of tnue
to the study of Biology. First Semester. Four hours
1 4 prere·
laboratory, one'hour lecture a week. Courses .quisite.
10.

Advanced Biology.

Continuation of Course 9·

:Ptlysics.
l>rofessor

lt')~l:)arn.

1. General Physics. Mechanics, Electricity and Mag·
netism. A brief but systematic treatment of the subject·
Hastings and Beach General Physics and Jones Examples
in Physics together with numerous laboratory manuals fur·
nished by the departmental library. One lecture and
two laboratory periods of two hours each a week. First
Semester. Elective for S:>phomores.
2. General Phvsic:s. This is a continuation of Course
1, which is prerequisite. Second Semester.
3. General Physics. Beat, Sound and Light. This
.course is a continuation of Courses 1 and 2, the same text
books being used and the method and distribution of
ho urs of lectures and. laboratorv· work bei' ng i'd en t'ica1·
First Semister. Elective for Juniors.

4. General Physics.
-0nd Semester.

Continuation of Course 3.

Sec-
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5. Dynamic Electricity. During the first semester of
the Senior y,ear a ~ourse of laboratory work is offered in
<lynamic electricity, elective for all courses. Ali experiments in this course are performed with dynamo current
and are designed to be practical and are based on the
methods of commercial electrical testing, as usually con<l.ucted on the large scale. 'rhis course comprehends
<letermination of power, loss, magnetization loss and characteristic curves; hysteresis, Faucault currents, efficiency,
armature reaction, candlepower of arc and incandescent
~ystems.
A few lectures are given and calculations and
<lesigns are made correspondin~ to a few typical modern
installations.

MatneO')atics a:ncl fistro:noO')y.
:f:O:rofesso:r fl11et).

Solid Geometry and Algebra. 'l'ext, Elementa of
<Jeometry, Phillips and Fisher. First Semester. Three
hours a week. Required of Classical, Philosophical and
Literary Freshmen.
1.

2.

Algebra Completed

and

Plane

Trigonometry.

Ele"!ents of Trigonomefry, Bowser. Second Semester.
Four hours a week. Required of Classical, Philosophical and Literary Freshmen.
3. Analytic Geometry. Text, Elements of Analytic
<Jeometry, Smith and Gale. First Semester. Three hours
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-----~

a weflk. Required of Scientific Freshmen.
Sophomores.
4.

Elective for

·
d Sec·
Courses 3 contmue ·
Three hours a week. Required of Scien·

Analytic Geometry .

ond Semester.
tific Freshmen.

Elective for Sophomores.

5. Calculus. Text, Elementary Treatise on the Gal·
culus, Gibson . Courses 3 and 4 prerequisite. First ~e
mester. Three hours a week.
Required of Scientific
· Sophomores. Elective for Juniors.
6. Calculus. Course 5 continued. Second Semes·
ter. Three hours a week. Required of Scientific Sopho·
mores. Elective for Juniors.

7. Surveying. Text, P lane Su1·veying, Raymond .
including a considerable amount of Field work. First
Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Sopho·
mores and Juniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1908 9.
8. Surveying. Course 7 continued. Second Semee ·
ter. Three hours a week. Elective for Sophomores aud
Juniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1908-9.
9. Descriptive Geometry ancl M echanical Drawing.
Text,· Descriptive Geometry, Church. First S
'emes ter .
Three hours a week. Elective for Sopho.,,ores an d
Juniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1907.8.

10. Descriptive Geometry and Mccbanical D
.

d

.

rawtng'·

Course 9 continued.
econ
emester. Th
ree houri:; a
week. Elective for ophomore alld Juniors
·
.rered
in
1907-8.
.
.Alternate
years. O "'
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11. A nalytic Mechanics. Text, Anal.11tic .Mechanics, Bowser. Courses 1-6 prerequisite. First Semester.
Three hours a week. Required of Scientific Juniors or
Seniors. Elective for other Seniors. Alternate years.
Offered in 1Q07-8.

12. Analytic M echanics. Course 11 continued. Second Semester. Three hours a week. Required of Scientific Juniors or Seniors. Elective for other Seniors. Alternate years. Given in 1907-8.
13. Descriptive Astronomy. Text, Manual of Astronomy, Younµ;. First Semester. Three hours a week.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years. 0 ffered in 1908-9.

14. Practical Astronomy. Observatory work and
computations. Second Semester. Three hours a week:.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1908-9.
l>I is to ry.

1. M ediaeval and Modern European History. The
period of history covered by Courses 1 and 2 extends from
the Fall of the Roman Empire and the Great l\.fi~rations
to the middle of the 10th century. Robinson's History of
Western Europe 1s used as an outline, but the work consists largely in the reading of historical authorities and in
oral reports and written papers on topics assigned by the
instrnctor. First emester. Three hours a week. Elective for Sophomores and Juniors. PROFESSOR DEVOL.
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H'15t 0 ry. Thi~
Mediaeval and Modern European
_
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.
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.
f'
th
ork
outlined
in
course is t e continuation o
e w
d.
.
· ·t
Secon
description of Course 1 which is prereqmsi e.
'
. f . S phomore~
Semester. Three hours a week. Elective or 0
and Juniors. PROFESSOR DEVOL.
2.

Thi;

3. History of the 19th Century in Eurof)C·. . .
.
course covers the history
of. E urope f rom the begmnint
.
.
special
of the French Revolution to the present t 1me,
attention being given to the Unification of Germany and
of Italy. First Semester. Three hours a week. Elec·
ti ve for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1 and 2 prereq uis·
ite. Alternate years. Offered in 1907 -8. . PRESIDE.'T
PEIRCE.

4. History of the 19th Century i.n Europe. ContinU·
ation of Course 3, which together with Courses 1 and 2
is prerequisite. Second Semester. Three hours a week
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years.
Offered in 1907 -8. PRESIDENT PEIRCE.

5. English Constitutional History. The course covers
the whole period of the development of the English Con·
stitution. Gardiner, Studenta' lliatory, is used as the
basis of the work, with collateral reading and th
.
e prepa·
ration of essays. First emester. Three ho
k
.
.
Urs a wee ·
Elective for Junior and emors. Coursea 1
.
and 2 pre·
requi site. Alternate year . Offered in 1906.7 r~
•

ROFESS Oll
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Course 5, which together with Courses 1 ahd 2 is prerequisite. Second Semester. Three hours a week. Elective
for Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years. Offered in
1906-7. PROFESSOR DEVOL.

7. American Constitutional History.
This course
includes the period from the beginnings of the spirit of
independence to the completion of reconstruction. Outside reading and privat~ investigation of special subjects
form the principal part of the course, the only text-books
used beii;ig the second and third volumes of the Epochs
of American History ~eries. Papers on extended study
of som~ particular subject are required from each student.
First Semester. Three hours a week. Required of .Juniors.
PRESIDENT PEIRCE.
8. American Consti~utional History.
Continuation
Qf Course 7, which is prerequisite. Second Semester.
Three hours a week. Required of Juniors. PRESIDENT
PEIRCE.

Po1itica1 Science
1. Constitutional Government. Its nature, genesis
and operation, with a comparative historical study of
national, executive, legislative and judicial institutionR
and methods in the leading counti:ies of Europe and
America. Lectures, recitations and assigned reading.
Woodrow Wilson, Tlie State, is the text-book used. First
Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Sophomores,
Juniors and Seniors. PROFESSOR HALL.
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h. s course deal•
2. The A merican P olitical System. T 1
.
·
System 01
with the practical workings of the American
.
.
.
It studies the
national government as it now exists.
'
.
functions of the President and his Cabinet, the Committe~
systems of the Senate and House of Representatives, an
tudies tlie
the operations of the Federal Courts. It' s
.
·
ganization
h
political parties of the United States, t eir or
and machinery in operation, the phenomena of govern
•

•

•

S PC

ment by party, and its relation to pubhc oprn1on.
~
ond Semester. Three hours a week. Elective ior
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors, who have taken Course
1. Alternate years. Offered in 1907·8. PROFESSOR fiAJ,L·
4. Modun Municipal Government. The rapid growth
of cities during the 19th century has brought many seriou"
vroblems. This course studies what the city is, both a<
a unit o~ local seH government, with speci al functio n•
and nee ds. and as a p::irt of state and nation al political
.-ystem s. City official!\, their duties, and the pe rformanc<>
of the:;e duties will be considered, and Europea n muni ci·
palities and their admini~trations contrasted with- tb o•t>
of th e Unit ed State!'. .
econd Semeste r. Th ree h ours "•
wee k. El t>cli ve for ~ophomore , Ju niors
·
.
and Se niors
wh
have t aken o ur:;e l. Offered in }hlv>..,
P
U\IU·
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R OFESS OR
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onstitutwu ru
Law in t he On1ted dates. rnpp ementedb . .
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Y informal d1"
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0 rit1 e s al\l
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ee hours ~

EcoNoMrcs AND SocroLOGY

week.

Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
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. 6. International Law. This course attempts to give
an outline of the principals of International Law, using
Lawrence's Manual as the text-book. Second Semester.
Three hours a week. Elective for Juniors and Senior~.
PROFESSOR DEVOL.

Eco:notl)ics a:ncl S,ociology
i!>t'ofessot' Mall

1. Economics. An introductory course in the prindples of Political Economy.
Lectures, discussions,
recitations. First Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors.

2. Economics. Continuation of Course 1.
Modern
industrial and financial problems, such as those ofmoney,
-credit and banking, combinations of capital and trusts,
railroads and other public service monopolies, are studied
in the light of economic theory. Second Semester_ Three
hours a week. Elective for approved Sophomores. and
for Juniors and Seniors who have taken Economics 1.
3. Public Finance ancl Taxation. A study of the
principles ot' public finance, revenue. expenditures and
publie credit. Detailed conside;ation will be given to
the theorv of taxation, its actual forms and ad mini trative
methods .and to their economic effects. econd Semester.
'
·
Three hours
a week. Elective for J umor:i
an d enior
0
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who have taken Economics 1 and 2.

Alternate years.

Given in 1907-8.
4.

.
. t'ion.
and C ommunica
T ransportation

A course

dealing with the most important principles and facts r~
lating to modern systems of transportation and comm uni·
cation, their social and economic importance, their own·
ership, organization, administration and control under the
law, with special reference to American conditions.
Second Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for
Juniors and Seniors who have taken Economics 1 and 2.
Alternate years. G i ven in 1907-8.
5. The Modern Labor Movement. A critical study 01
tht; origin and development, the theory and the practice.
of trade unionism in the United States, England and other
countries, with its aims, problems and achievements.
Unorganized labor will be considered, also the relation'
and antipathies between Trade Unionism and Socialism.
First Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years. Given in 1906-7.
6. Social Reconstruction Theories. An historic.al and
critical analysis of the principal theories of radical social
reconstruction, with special reference to the rn od ern oo·
"'
.alistic
movement.
Lecture
and
recitation
1'
b
Cl
· ext- oo1;:~.
Ely ' F 1·ench and German Socialism. and B"""'k
._ .
•.,,, s, SocuH7
rr~,rest. Second Seme ter. Three hour a "~k E
.
U••
· lect1 \'e
·or
Junion,
and
enior
·.
Alternate
vears.
Given.
i
•
in 1906 -7.

MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY

7. Criminology. A study of the crimmal class, of
the nature and causes of crime, of the origin and development of criminal law, and of methods of punishment,
prevention and reformation. Lectures, reports on topics
assigned for investigation, with discussion and criticism
of the reports in the class. Hall's Grime and Social
Progress is the text-book used. First Semester. Three
hours a week. Elective for approved Seniors.

8. Educational Philanthropy.
A study of the
unskilled and inefficient, chiefly in the tenement districts
of our big cities and factory towns; and of the best
methods of social uplift, including the organization of
charities, settlement work, public parks, gymnasiums
and playgrounds, etc.
Lectures, papers on subjects
assigned for investigation, with discussion and criticism
of t.he papers in the class. Second Semester. Three
hours a week. Elective for approved Seniors.

Mental

a~cl

tylora1 :1D1)i1osophy

1. Psychology.
The Briefer Course in Psychology of Professor James is used in the classroom. A
careful critical comparison of Professor James with the
older school of psychologists iti made at every step, and
independence of thought on the p~ut of the student is
made the prime object of the course. First Semester.
Three hours a week. Elective fo; Junior· and eniors.
PROFESSOR 'VALTO••
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.
. f b t svste matic
· 3. History of Philosophy. A bne
u ·
.
and critical outline of Ancient, Mediaeval, and earl)
1\.r d
.
. presented. 'l'h e t ex t -books used
;..uo ern p h1losophy
is
.
are Zeller, Greek Philosophy and Falckenberg, His·
-.rd ern Ph,,,losophy.
.
. F'u st S emes ter · Three
tory o .mo

f

hours a week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1906-7. PRE SIDENT PEIRCE.
4. Metaphysics. On the foundation of the outline
of the History of Philosophy furni sed by Course 3, a
more thorough critical study of metaphysical questions
is pursued by the careful reading of particular systems
of philosophy, usually of Berkeley, Hume and Kant.
Oom·se 3 prerequisite. Second Semester. Three hours
a week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Alternate
years. Offered in l\l00-7. PRESIDENT PEIRCE.

THE BIBLE
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Tne Bi1!>1e
1!>rofessor- Smytt)e

1. The Life of Our Lord. An effort is made to
present to the student a clear picture of the Master, Hie
-character, ideals and work. First Semester. One hour
a week. Required of SophomoreR.
2. The Life of Our Lord. Continuation of Course
1. Second Semester. One hour a week. Required of
Sophomores.
4. The Old Testament. Introduction to the study
-Of the history, literature and religion of Israel. Second
Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for Juniors
and Seniors. Offered in 1906·7.
6. The Early Days of the Church. Apostolic history, and history of the Church to the year 325 A. D.
:Second Semester. Three hours a week. Elective for
Juniors and Seniors. Not given in 1907 .

•
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flllatric.u1ation
. assigned to a
Each student on entering College is
.
.
· l adviser 1 3
member of the Faculty who acts as his specia
.
all matters pertaining; to his College work and life.
h •
A student is admitted to matriculation when be. a~
. 1 fon give~
sustained a satisfactory probation. Matncu a 1
1
·
. in
. the Inst1tut1on,
· ·
accredited
membership
en titles tie
.
student to an honorable dismissal and is essential to hi
obtaining a degree. Each student, when matriculated.
signs the following obligatiol} :
We, the subscribers, undergraduates of Kenyon Col·
lege, being now admitted to the rite of matriculation, d<>
promise, each for himself:
1. That we will faithfully observe and obey the laws
and regulations of the College, and all authoritative acts
of the President and Faculty, 80 long as we are connected
with the College; and as far as ma Y b e in
· our power, on
all occasions we will give the influ ence o f our goo d ex-

ample and precept to induce others in like circumstance&
to do the same.

•

2. As faithful sons of Kenyon Coll
eite, we will render
to her as our Alma :\later, at all thnea •Dd
. .
on all occasions
due honor and reverence, 11tr1v1ng Pt'o1D
•
d h ·
ote her welfare
by all proper means, an a 11ti11ni11g ea.,..._
.
• h
... uy from arr
things that may tend to 1mpa1r er lnflw.,._
. .
'
fl
.
OT1Jm1tb
usefulnes as a em1nary o earning.
er
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THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

7&

Sacca1aureate :l!>egrees

The degree of Bachelor of A.rt!? is conferred upon the
completion of the Classical Course ; that of Bachelor of
Philosop hy upon the completion of t,he Philosophical
Course; that of Bachelor of Science upon the completion
of the Scientific Course ; and that of Bachelor of Letter9
upon the completion of the Literary Course.
Tne 1!>egr e e o f fylaster of flrts

Candidates for the Degree of Master of Arts must be
graduates of Kenyon College, or of some other institution
of equal standing.
The candidate shall be admitted by a vote of the College Faculty, and assigned to the oversight of some member of t h e College or Seminary Faculty, who shall be the
director and judge of his work.
This work shall consist of some problem of research ,
the p erformance of which shall involve an amount of
work equal to that of a full college year of fifteen hours a.
week. It shall moreover be of a character not less advanced t h an that done in Junior 'and Senior elective courses.
No elementary work in any language shall count unless
the candidate already possesses a fair knowledge of at
least three other languages, not including modern English. The director may demand such reports, thesis or
examinations as may seem necessary to secure the pl'oper
performance of the work assigned. If a candidate fails
to meet such requirements, bis candidacy shall terminate.
The candidate shall prepare a thesis embodying the
results of his work, and submit the same not later than'

'16
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h pproval of
This thesis shall be subject tot ea
ther
.
tor
and
two o
d
a committee consisting of the irec
. hall
If pproved, 1t s
members from the College Faculty.
a
d
. .
d b the College, an
'be printed in a style to be indicate
Y
.
The
·fifty· copies be deposited in the Co ll ege Library.
diploma will be withheld until such deposit shall have

May 15th.

'been made.
, d gree shall be
The fee charged for the Masters e
· ion as can$ 25. 00, of which $ 20.00 must be paid on adro1ss
.
of the thes1s .
. .
.didate, and $ 5 accoropanyiug transro1ss1on
· causa upon
This degree roay a1so be conferred h onort 5
·
•
men of good attainments in literature, science, history or
.
. theses or ess ays or pub·ph1losophy,
who shall submit
lished works indicative of such attainments·
. degree may beconferre d on gr aduates of
Further, thts
Bexley Hall who are grad•iates of Kenyon College or of
some othe\" institution of equal standing, who shall fulfill
the requirements regarding the thesis as stated above, and
shall accompany the transmission of the same with the
payment of the fee of S5.00.

Moools.
The College has adopted the American intercollegi·
.ate system of academic costume, and its gowns and hood
are regulated by the Association. For the Bachelor's degree the hood is black in color and not exceeding three
feet in length. It is of the ame material as the crown and
lined with mauve si lk. the College color. Th: binding
o-i"ng ' not more than .. ix inches in wi"dth , 1s
· d"is t"inc·
-0r e d "'
.
of
the
facultv
to
wlnch
the
de,:ree
nert
.
'" l t ive
·
,, ain s, as J.0
rts.
white;
Theology.
carlet·
La
.
lows: A
'
w, purple.
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Philosophy, dark blue; Science, gold yellow. The hood
for the Master's degree is the same shape as the bachelor's but one foot longer. The Doctor's hood is of'
the same length as the Master's but has panels at the
sides.
Exa1Y)i11atio11s.
Final examinations are held at the end of each Semester and cover the work of the half-year.
Students are required to take final examinations in all
subjects. Any student absenting himself from such examinations is required to repeat the subject in class, and
is not allowed to make it up by examinations.

Since 1901 all examinatio11s have been held under
the Honor System, which has achieved excellent results.
The following resolutions adopted by joint action of students and faculty describe the system:
RESOLVED, That subject to confirmation by the Faculty
and the Assembly all examinations whether original or
conditional and all tests and written lessons shall be conducted in accordance with the principles of the Honor
System; and

That the Honor System shall be conducted as follows:
1. A committee of seven men representing each division of the student body and made up of three Seniors,
two Juniors, one Sophomore and one Freshman shall be
elected at the first Assembly meeting of each year.
2. The duties of the committee shall be (a) to draw
up rules to govern the examinations of each year; ( b)
to investigate any case of suspected violation of the
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ouunend to
principles of the Honor System, and to rec
. t of
1
the Faculty for expulsion any student found gut y
such violation.
.
. . the room where
3. No mstructor shall remam m
.
held
.e xaminations, tests, or written lessons are being
.unless by special request of the class ; and
Uege shall
That every student taking work in the co
.
. h h 11 be binding
~ign the following honor pledge, whtc
s a
at all examinations, tests, or written lessons, to-wit:

(Pledge.) In view of the introduction of the Honor
ort that
System of examinations I pledge myself to supp
myself
1
system to the utmost of my ability, and not on Y
to act in accordance with what I conscientiously believe
to be its spirit, but also to encourage others to do the
,same and strongly to discountenance any violation of it.

C o :qalitio :qs.
A student, who, by reason of poor work during the
semester or on the final examination is conditioned in
'
any subject, is allowed to remove the condition by exam·
ination, unless in the opinion of the instructor his work
has been so poor as to req_uire repeating: the subject in the
class room.

.

Examinations for the removal of conditions will be
of the follo-:n
t
h eld within the first month
.
-· g semes er.
For those failing to pass .this
ezam.taat.ion
anotb
.
er oppor·
tuuity will be offered w1th1n one week ftom. t.be . ddl
semester. Failure to pa• bo\b Of \h-- mt. e
o f thllt
-e11:am1na.
wi·u oblige the student. t.o take \lae -b·
t1ons
... ~ect over
. .
lass :Member of the Senior eta._..,
again tn c
·
-ua be al-
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lowed one further examination in addition to those specified, which examination is given during the Senior vacation.

:ill.eHgious Services.

Morning Prayers are said daily in the College church.
'1.'he Holy Communion is celebrated ever.v Sunday at
7: 30 a. m., and also at 10: 30 a. m., on the first Sunday
<>f the month.
On Saints Days the Holy Communion is
()elebrated at 9 : 15 a. m. The choir consists of students
Students are required to be present at Morning
Prayers every day and at Church services on Sunday
morning and the chief Holy Days.
Every absence from or tardiness at Morning Prayer
gives one mark for absence, and every absence from or
tardiness at a church service, at which attendance is required, gives two marks counted as two demerits. A
student is allowed thirty-five marks a semester, and is
suspended for the remainder of the semester if he exceeds that number. No application for excuse on any
gi;ound whatever is received from the student.

1!.Hsci p1i11e.

Regularity in the performance of all College duties
is insisted upon and any student who persistently neg\ect3 his work is required to leave College.
'l'he Faculty reserve the right to suspend or remove
~ny student whenever they believe that the interests of
the College require such action.

Expen"ses.
' 5 00
En trance Fee .............. · · · · · · · · · · ·
75 00
Tuition . ............. . ..... ·········· · ·······
10 00
Incidental Fee ............. ····· · ··· · · · · · · · ·
3 00
Library and Reading Room . ... · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · 3 oo
Gymnasium Fee .... . ················ ........ $~~- · ·~ ~~ 50 00
Room Rent............. . ...
· ··
10 oo to 30 00
Heat ............................ · · ·· · ·· · ·

0

. term bills in
All students are required to pay thetr
t bave
advance: Any student whose term bill shall no . ue
t of its iss
been paid within two weeks after the d a e
ded from a 11
from the Treasurer's office, will be suspen
f the
1
college privileges until payment has been made.
the
bill shall remain unpaid at the end of the semester,
suspension will become final.

Students are required to room in the Coll e!!;e dorrnitories, except by special permission from the Presi"d e n t ·
The rooms are unfurnished, and furniture must be provided by the student.
Board can be obtained in private families and in st udent's clubs, at prices ranging from $2.60 to $5.00 a week .
Of general and personal expenses no estimate is attempted.
Each student must keep on deposit with the Trea"·
urer $5.00 as se~urity for damages. Any balance is r eturned at the close of the year.
All chec k and draft.. hould be
S. Devol, Trea ur r , amhier, Ohio.

e payabl e to R .

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
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Stucle11t Orga11izatio.ns.
Two literary Rocieties, the Philomathesian founded
in 1827 and the Nu Pi Kappa founded in 1832, are actively
maintained. Weekly meetings are held by both societies
and one or more debates with other colleges are arranged
each year. Interest is further stimulated by the intersociety debates for the Stires Prizes in commencement
week. By the generosty of the Alumni, the society
rooms in. Ascension Hall are handsomely finished in carved oak with beamed and paneled ceilings and elaborate
window and door casings.
The student publications are the Oollegian, which
appears twice a month during the college year and the
Reveille published annually by the Junior class.
The management of all athletic, musical, dramatic
and other interests is vested in the Kenyon College Assembly, the corporate organization of the student body.
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stuc1e11ts.
Se-nior Ciass.
John Thomtion Broo~e
Charles Lowman Browne
Rolla Eugene Dyer
Harold Mansfield Eddy
Jacob Hyde Ewalt, Jr.
Harry Lee Foltz
.Harold Cameron Forster
Stuart Wilson Goldsborough
Charles Channey Winsor Judd
Li.ndus Cody Marsh
George Wesley Mell wain
John Frederick Mullin
John Lorraine Oldham
Hugh Wilson Patterson
Lester Leake Riley
George A.be\ Sanford
George Walter Sapp
Melvin Deane Southworth
George John Sturgis
Cl1uence Cecil Underw<>od
Frederick Lewis White
Andrew Ellis York

Cl.
Sc.
CL
Sc.
Ph.
Lit.
Ph.
Cl.
Cl.
Cl.
Lit.
Sc.
Cl.
Lit.
Cl.
Cl.
Sc.
Ph.
Cl.
Ph.
Sc.
Ph.

Guthrie, Okla.
Abedeen, S. D.
Dresden
East Cleveland
Warren
Lima
Middletown
Pittsburg, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Cleveland
Peninsula
Warren
Cleveland
Buffalo N. Y.
Dayton
Bridgeport, Okla.
Gambier
Gambier
Ashtabula
Gambier
Gambier
Akron

dUrtior Class.
llenry Greer Beam
Raymond Cahall
Pierre Kellogg Chase
George Elliott Clarke

Ph.

Ph.
Cl.
Ui.

Mount Vernon
Mansfield
Bowling Green
Canton
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Henry Kelley Davies
Samuel Cochran Finnell
Robert Miller Fulwider
Ralph Franklin Gordon
Edwin Winfield Hughes
Bernard Levi J efforson
Louis Phelps L'Hommedieu
Kenneth Frederick Luthy
Frederick McOlashan
Winston Vaughan Morrow
Joseph Vance Park
Malcolm Cyrus Platt
John Cook LaHa Pugh ·
William Raymond Seth
Rtlph Clewell Sykes
Joseph Edmund Thompson
Franli: Hawn Weatherwax
Charles Lewis Wuebker

Ph.
Ph.
Sc.
Ph.
Cl.
Cl.
Cl.
Lit.
Cl.
Cl.
Lit.

Sc.
Lit.
Cl.
Cl.
Cl.
Sc.
Sc.

Gambier
Covington, Ky.
West Liberty
Greenville
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Mount Vernon
Cincinnati
Columbus
Zanesville
Cincinnati
Mount Vernon
Mansfield
Columbus
Oxford, Md.
Springfield
Newport, Ky.
Howard
West Dover

Sopnotr)ore Class.
Ray Dudley A very
l>elano Richard Aves
Frederick Worley Aves
Louis Adolph Bacon
Malcolm Hogle Baker
Paul Brown Barber
Lemuel Ruevell Brigman
James Robert Cassi!
Clarence Chester Childs
Warren Alan Clements
Roscoe Colman Cloe
Anton Weller Coldewey
Henry Wadsworth Cole

Lit.
Cl.
Ph.
Ph .
Lit.
Ph.
Ph,,
Cl.
Lit.
Ph.
Lit.
Lit.
Lit.

Bowling Green
Monterey, Mex .
Galveston, Tex.
Findlay
Coshocton
Mount Vernon
Newport, Ky.
Howard
Fremont
E.icbmond, Ind .
Howard
Cincinnati
Maysville, Ky.

,,
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Cincinnatii .
Columbus
Garobier
Mount Vernon
Mount Vernon
Kobe, Japan
Chicago, 111.

Cl.
Van Allen Coolidge
Sc.
William Woodrow Cott
Pb.
Jam es Louis Cunningham
Pb.
Samuel Cureton
Lit.
Philip Louis Day
Pb.
Paul Augustine Dooman
Lit.
Leonard Sherburne Downe
Ph.
W res Weldon Dudgeon
Lit .
Charles Holman Dun
I
Lit.
Harry Stuart Haylor
Ph.
Lloyd Lionel Heald
Pb.
Emmett Jay Jacl<~on
George Cole Jones
Lit.
Frank Albert Kapp
Lit.
William James Kunkle
Lit.
Charles Kilbourne Lord
Sc.
Ralph Delmer Metzger
Pb.
Arthur Swazey Morrison
Cl.
Harold Wilfred Neeves
Lit.
William Eberly Shaw
Lit.
George Shepard Southworth
Cl.
Raymond Arthur Youmans
Cl.

Frestitr)a11
Francis Henry Bill\
Harold McConnell Barber
Frank Black Beatty
Lawrence Graeme Bell
William John Bland
Tony Louis Cardillo
Frederick Austin Cartmell
Lawrence Edward Colgrove
Philip Arthur Cro by

Gllmbier
Columbus
Canton
Dunkirk, N. J.
Lima
Waverley
Toledo
Ashtabula
Columbus
Sunbury
Davenport, Ia.
Madison, Wis.
Cincinnati
Gambier
Cincinnati

Class.

Cl.
Sc.
Sc.
Lit..
Ph.
Ph.
Cl.
Lit.
Li\.

Pelee Island, Ont.
Wauseon
Ravenna
Toledo
K1msas City, Mo.
cOlumbus
Lancaster
Hastings, Mich.
Chicago, 111.

STUDENTS
Wellington Harry Crow
Lucien Curtis Denney
Merland G. Dildine
Lyle Fox Emerine
Dabney Garvey Gayle
• Robert Andrew Gorsuch
Paul Vickers Hann
.Alva Irwin H1udy
Richard Roberts Harter
Howard Henry Hoyt
Mark Curtis Kinney
Harold Jennings Knapp
Roger Seiter Littleford
Harry Swayne Lybarger
llarold George Collins Martin
Earl Mahaffee Mason
Roscoe Conkling Mathis
Robert Keyes Owen
Harold Rupert Sayer Potter
Marquis Kemper Rankin
Hadley King Rood
Arthur Lisenby Sackett
.John Hiatt Scott
Charles Dale Siegchrist
Edward Southworth
Robert Woods Stewart
Robert Allan Thurstin
.Albert Blakeslee White, Jr.
Mark Huntington Wiseman
Willis Wesley Wiseman
Ralph Waldo Wyant

Sc.
Cl.
Lit.
Cl.
Lit.
Sc.
Lit.
Cl.
Ph.
Sc.
Lit.
Cl.
Sc.
Cl.
Cl.
Sc.
Lit.
Ph.
Cl.
Lit.
Sc.
Ph .
Sc.
Lit.
Lit.
Sc.
Lit.
Ph.
Ph.
Cl.
Lit.
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Circleville
Elyria
Tiffin
Fostoria
Clifton, Cincinnati
Gambier
Columbus
Arcadia
Canton
Evanston, Ill.
Mount Vernon
Elyria
Ft. Thomas, Ky.
Warsaw
Ashford, Kent, Eng.
Rock Creek
Prophetstown, Ill.
Mt. Vernon
Moncktown, Mo.
So. Charleston
Norwalk
Springfield
Chicago, Ill.
Fostoria
Gambier
Cincinnati
Bowling Green
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Springfield
Fostoria
Spring Lake, N. J.
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Special Stucle1lts
FTank Albus
Robert Aholiab Bentley
William Andrew Cuff
Raeder Paul Ernst
Lamont Hart Gilder
Julius Walter Headington
William Ba.r ncy Kinkaid
Willard Denison Robison
Thomas Henry Sheldon

Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Special Students
TOTAL,

Gambier
Columbus
Napoleon
Sandusky
Warren
Mount Vernon
Cleveland
Toledo
Columbus

22'
22

35
4()

9

128

The
Seventy-Eighth Commencement

1906
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Cott')tt')e:tlcett')e:ilt Exe:trcises
of

~e11yo1) Co11ege a1)c1 13ex1ey Ma.11.
Sat.ut<clay, Ju-qe 23t<cl.
STIRES PRIZE D EBATE.

1st Prize, Lester L. Riley, '07.
2nd Prize, Hugh W. Patte rson, '07.

Su-qplay, <Ju-qe 2411:).

Morning Service - Ordination to the Diaconate by the Bishop
of Southern Ohio. Ordination Sermon by the Rev. R. G. Nosland, Chillicothe. Evening Service. Baccalaureate Sermon by
the Bishop of Michigan City, class of '72.

¥oqalay, <lb.qe 25th.
RUSSELL PRIZE SPEAKING.

Elmer N. Owen

1

'

06

Winners of First Prizes

'
Gilbert P. Symons, '07

'

Maxwell ~ . Long, 'OS.
WeC11.qe1ulay, iuqe 2. 7 tl1.
THE SEVBNTY - EIGllTS

C

Oll llENCEMENT

Class Orator, Frede:-iclt Rea Hanun ,
·
06
Alumni Orator, The Hon. Albert Do' "
1
ug as, '72.

\

DEGREES CONFERRED

:1!.>egrees Cot)ferrec1.
:Bexley l>Ia.11.
BACHELOR OF DIVINITY.
WILLIAM LADD TORRANCE
HARRY MARTIN BABIN
ELMER NELSON OWEN
CERTIFICATE OF GRADTJATION.
HENRY JEROME SIMPSON

I~enyon Co11e~e.

i!>egt<ees lq Course.
BACHELOR OF ARTS .
..i}.RTHUR LEWIS BROWN, Fifth Honor Man.
WALTER HoYT BROWN
EDWARD RYANT DYER
FREDERICK ROBERT GRAVES
JAMES WALLA CE HAMILTON
FREDERICK HESS HA11n1, Third Honor Man.
WILLIAM HAMMOND
EDGAR RALPH MOESER, First Honor Man.
JAMES ATHEY STEPHENS
ALFRED KINGSLEY TAYLOR
SAMUEL EDWARD THOMPSON
AARON STANLEY

w.ARMAN

89
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BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY
ERNEST ALLEN DUNCAN
How ARD PHILLIP FISCHBACH
CHARLES McGIBENY ROBERTS, Second Honor

Manr

BACHELOR OF LETTERS
SILAS BLAKE AXTELL
CnARLES McELROY BALLARD
JOHN LEVI CABLE
REGINALD WHITNEY CROSBY
FREDERICK J Aeon HARTMAN, Fourth Honor

Man.

BACllELOR OF SCIENCE
WALTER ALLEN BooT11
GEORGE CLINTON LEE, JR.
Moqo1'a1'y J!>e~rees.

DOCTOR OP LAWS
ANDREW CARNEGIE, New York.
THE HoN. ALBKRT DouGLAS,

Conferred April

'72, Chillicothe.

26, 1906.

THE ASSOCIATIONS
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fl1U.:tIJ:i:Ji f.lssociatio:t)s.
Tne Ge:QeraJ Rssociatio:Q.
PRESIDENT:

Grove D. Curtis, '80, 120 J.,iberty St., New York, N. Y ..
VICE-PitESIDENTS:

The H.~. Rev. John B . White, '72, Michigan City, Ind.
William Peebles Elliot, '70, Chicago, Ill. .
James Kilbourne Jones, '58, Oolumb~s.
SECRETARY.

Charles R. Ganter, '99, 49 Wall St., New York, N. Y.
'fREASUltER:

The Very Rev. B. W. Jones, D. D., '70, Gambier.

N ECROLOGIST:
Francis W. Blake, M. D., '80, Columbus.
ExEcUTIVE OoMMITTEJ<.: :

The President,
The Secretary,
The Treasurer.

The First Vice President,
The Second Vice President,
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Tne flssociatio:n of l'i(ortner:n Ol')io.
PRESIDENT:

William M. Raynolds, '73, Cleveland.
VICE-PRESIDENTS:

Alonzo M. Snyder, '85, Cleveland.
The Rt. Rev. Chas. D. Williams, :so, Detroit, Mich.
SECRETARY AND TREAS URER :

_Raymond T. Sawyer, 1900, 54 Streator Avenue, Cleveland.
HISTORI AN:

Frank H. Ginn, '90, Cleveland.
EXECUTIVE Oo11nuTTEE :

James H. Dempsey, '82 The Rev. Charles C. Bubb, '99
Ernest S. Cook, '82
The Hon. James Lawrence, '71
Charles A. Ricks, '91

Tl)e f{ssociation of Central Ohio.
PRESIDENT:

Willis M. Townsend, '79, Columbus.
SECRETARY AND TREASURER:

Francis W. Blake, M. D., 'SO, 1 7 E. late St., Columbus.

THE ASSOCIATIONS
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Tt)e flssociation of Cincinnati at')cl Vicinity ..

PRESIDENT:

Newbold L. Pierson, '80, Cincinnati.

VICE- PRESIDENTS :

Andrew L. Herrlinger, '83, Cincinnati,
Henry Stanbery, M. D., '96, Cincinnati.

SECRETARY AND TREASURER:

Philemon B. Stanbery, Jr., '98, 1510 First National Bank
Building, Cincinnati .

•
RECORDING SECRETARY :

1. A. Sanford, '95, Cincinnati.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE :

Dr. N. P. Dandridge, '66

Florien Giauque, '69

E. J. Franks, '81

Olay V. Sanford, '94

Dr. Rufus Southworth, 1900.

KENYON COLLE GE

Tl')e flssociation in tne East.

PRESIDENT:

·Col. John J. McCook, '66, New York.

v ICE-PRESJl)ENTS :
Grove D. Curtis, '80, New York.
William W. H earne, '88, Philadelphia .
.John Brooks Leavitt, '6S, New York.

SECRETARY AND TREASURER:

•

.Charles R. Ganter, '99, 49 Wall St., New York City.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE :

The President,
"The Vice -Presidents,

Leo W. Wertheimer, ' 99,
Dr. Charle P. Peterman, '80,
The Secretary.

Tm:

Ass o crATIONs
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The fJss·o ciation of Chicago.
PRE SIDENT:

·-rhe Rev. George B. Pratt, '62, Chicago, Ill.
VICE - PRESIDENT:

Alfred H. Granger, '87, Chicago.
SECRETARY AND TREASURER:

-George F. Russell.

~01,

7 Monroe st., Chicago.

ExEc u TrvE Col\IMITTEE :

'T he President,
'The Vice-Presid1mt,
Wm. P. Elliott, '70, Chairman,

Fred W. Barnwell, '89,
Wm. N. Wyant, '03,
The Secretary.

The flssociation of Pittstoui<gh.
PRESIDENT:

John A. Harper, '60, Pittsburgh.
VICE- PRESIDENT :

Levi H. Burnett, '96, Pittsburgh.
SECRETARY AND TREASURER:

Charles 0. Hammond, '03, Bank of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh.

Tne flssociatiotl of Toleclo.
PRESIDENT:

Gen. J. Kent Hamilton, '59, Toledo.
VICE-PRESIDENT:

The Rev. Louis E. Daniels, :02, Calvary Church, Toledo.
SECRETARY AND TREASURER:

Arthur David, '07, "The Toledo Bee," Toledo.

Tt)e flssociation of f>t)ilaolelpnia.
PRESIDENT:

The Rev. John D. Skilton, '88, Chestnut Hill, Pa.

v ICE· PIU~IHDQT :
George F. Klock,

·7s, Philadelphia.

ECRETARY AD T&KAIURKR:

Matthew F. Maury, ·04 Penna. Buildintt, Philadelphia
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